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My intention in undertaking this project is to thor-
oughly investigate the possibility of any connections 
between the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and tbe -
Gospel according to Matthew. Since the milieu of tbe New 
Testament era bas produced not only our Scriptures, but 
also a number or other documents which nave influenced 
and were influenced by the Scriptures; and since the 
Testaments appear to be a Jewish document while Matthew's 
Gospel is the more 11Jewish11 of tb.e Gospels, there seems to 
be a good possibility that there is a relationship between 
the two documents whicb, we feel, might prove helpful in 
understanding the Matthean foapel. 
Further investigation has complicated the matter 
somewhat. The problem does not lie so much in Matthew, at 
this point, but rather in determining the proper form and 
content of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs as they 
existed at the probable time of Matthew's writing. The 
alterations which have been made upon tne original work 
are varied in natuf'e and origin. Tbe centuries of editors , 
have left a mark on tbe Testaments, altering them to such 
a degree tnat scholars have not reached agreement on 
questions such as the date and the original form and the 
content. 
I 
I .... , 
( 




We have attempted to answer some of the questions 
which have arisen. We shall first examine the pertinent 
parts of each testament as tbey are contained in the Greek 
text of Charles, 1 ·to determine, within reasonable limits, 
the original text of this document. After completing this, 
we shall examine the terminology of the Testaments which 
pertains to the messianic concept. Christianity has bad 
difficulty in understanding the terms used in Scripture 
not only because Christianity has been changing by the 
generation as father hands down the mesaage of the Redeemer 
to his son, but also because the major part of contemporary 
Cbr1stian1ty is livin@ in a completely different historical -
and cultural milieu than were they who first heard, recorded 
and transmitted the Word of' our Lord. Therefore it is no.t 
only our task but also our obligation to saek to understand 
these terms which are speciously simple 1n the sense in 
which they were originally used by our fathers. Here we 
have tried to understand the baekgr.o\lld of t.he terminology 
bringing in salient points. Finally we have evaluated the 
expect~tion of the messiah as this document presents the 
material, c~nsidering the expected oriein and the work 
of the messiah: 
The Gospel of Matthew uses a number of different titles 
for its construction of the messianic concept. The termin-
oloey, rooted in the Old Testam~nt and Jewian thought 
must be understood with tnis in mind. Again an interpreta-
tion of the expectation 1~ necessary, for we hope to crystal-
ize as much as possible the material derived from the text. 
The basic problem in understanding tbe message of Matthew 
is not that the text 1s hidden in the vast array ot edi~ 
tor1alizat1ons as are the Testaments, but our problem is 
to understand the terminology in tbe sense of the a~e of 
the writer. 
The analysis of our findings views the material first 
from the point of view of events as they are mentioned in 
the Testaments and in Matthew's Gospel, and then from the 
angle of the terminology~-
Finally, in an attempt to determine tne possible 
connection between the thought of tbe writer(s) of the 
Testaments ana Matthew, we have drawn a list of passages 
in the ori~inal languages of th.a documents as we have them. 
We feel that tbe compendium 1s helpful in maintaining the 
points made by the rest of the paper. 
It 1s fitting that we define the major terms used 
in this paper. The term 11 messian1c 11 is used in the sense 
that mention is made of the -expec_tation of one wbo 1s to 
come with power to a·ccompl1sh tba.t wh.icb. 1s in accord with 
the will or God. This description 1s purposely vague to 
provide the latitude necessary to draw upon evidence which 
we feel would be excluded by a narrower definition, which 
often is not in keeping with the Biblical picture of tbe 
Coming One. The term eschatology and its derivatives is 
used throughout this paper 1n the sense of tb.e "Reign of 
--··-- .-.. 4 
God 11 in the present and in the future. 
To my knowledge an investigation of this nature has 
not ·been undertaken before. . Much bas been written on the 
messianic message in. Matthew. 2 Considerably less has been . . .,,,--..... ~. •, 
written on the messianic out-look of the Testament~, .. ~~_;For 
the most part, this paper is a fresh .approach. All trans-
lations are the autb.or!s, unless otherwise cited. 
CHAP'JER II 
. THE Ma:SSIANIC CONCEPT IN THi TtJTAr-f~NTa 
OF TH·a: TWELVE PATRIARCHS 
This section will investigate the messianic material 
of each Testament. Nearly every Testament has a similar 
outline, a historical section spoken by tbe patriarch 
followed by his advice on the basis of the historical 
section. This is followed by a warning ot. cominE events. 
~ 
Generally this roretelline does not go beyond the Fall of 
Jerusalem (586 B. C.) or of Samaria (722 B. c.), although 
the destruction of the temple 1s mentioned in Test. Levi 
15,1 and Test. Jud. 23, 3, but the rebuilding 1s omitted. 
Each T9stament closes with the death of the patriarch. 
The idea is that these are tbe last words of each of 
Jacob's sons. 
In each case we will discuss the messianic material 
as reeards its meaning and its probable relation to the 
original. In order to deal adequately with the material, 
we must deal witb the language of the or1t1nal as well as 
the much disputed problem of date. 1 
The Individual Units 
Testament of Reuben 








eschatolo~ical vision -advice to progeny 
conclusion 
3,8-6,12 is similar in content to what we find in each 
of the T'estaments. 'This 1s advice supposedly given to the 
proeeny on the deathbed. This advice often speaks about 
morals or concern tor others (Test. Sim. ,,1t.; ,:est. Jud. 
13, 1ff.). Toward the end of this section, just before the 
conclusion of the Testament·, we have a· definitely messianic 
section, 6,2-6,12, translatable as follows1 
Therefore, then I say unto you, ye will be Jealous 
against the sons of Levi, and will seek to be exalted 
over them, and ye shall die by an evil death; for to 
Levi God gave sovere1enty (and to Judah witb him and 
to me also, and to Dan and Joseph, that we should be 
tor rulers,. Therefore I command you to hearken to 
Levi, because he shall know the law ot the Lord, and 
shall give ordnances tor judgment and shall sacrifice 
tor all Israel until the cor.sumation of the times, as 
the anointed High Priest, of whom the Lord spake •••• 
Draw ye near t~ Levi in humbleness of heart, that ye 
may reoaive a bles31ng from his mouth. For he shall 
bless Israel and Judah, because the Lord has chosen 
him to be king over all tbe nation~ And bow down before 
his seed, for on our behalf it will die in wars visible 
and invisible, and will be among you an eternal king. 
As the onlJ messianic section in Test. Reub., we see "7 
Levi set f'ortb. as the one to whom all oue;ht to be subject. ,.j 
::r::l t:d H:a:i::~i::o::t::n~v::s ~) ~l :~o :~l~:::::dt . ,~J 
considers this a manifest Christian 1nterpolat1on.2 Since 
he has not presented his reason for his attitude and since 
there is no apparent reason for viewing this as an interpo-
lation, we must question his opinion. Test. Sim. 8,2; Test. 
i 
Lev. 2,11; 8,14 use similar langua~e in reference to Levi. / 
7 
Testament of Simeon 
The Testament of Simeon is interesting in that the 
speeches on bistory and on advice are intertwined. The 
Test. Sim. can be outlined as follows: 
1,1-2,14 
3,1-6 










There ls a messianic section (6,5-7,3) which is 
written partly in prose and pRrtly in poetry. In this respect 
it is similar to the form of the surrounding narrative. The 
following is a translation of this section. 
Then tbe mighty one of Israel shall glorify Shem, 
for the Lord God shall appear on the earth as man, 
even saving men. 
Then all of t ·he spirits of diare·L-tt, shall be trodden. 
under foot 
.And men shall reign as kings over evil spirits. 
Then shall I arise in Joy 
.And I shall bless the hi@hest for his wonderful works. 
(For God bas taken a body and eaten with men and saved 
men). · 
And now, my children, obey Levi and Judah and be not 
lifted up against these two tribes, bacause the salvation 
of God will rise to you. For the Lord shall raise up 
from Levi as a high priest and from Judah a King 
(God and Man), who will save (all the Gentiles) and 
the race of Israel. 
The poetry 1s largely restored by Charles' ed1t1on.3 
Levi and Judah are mentioned side -by side without MS~ variation, 
. . I . 
I 
although we note that Levi 1s first in order. Eiesfeldt 
feels that all of chapter 7, the prose section, is an 
interpolat1on.4 We note that 6,5-7 is more general than 
1s 7,1-3. Interpolations often attempt to clarify by supplying 
a-
in:rormat1on. The theophany in this section presents God 
as the one who comes to save men and who subdues the evil 
spirits, raising the righteous, here Simeon (6,7). Other 
theophanies occur in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.5 -
Notice the mention of Levi and Judah, usually used 
in reference to the priestly or the kingly messiahs. They 
A 
are to lead· and to be followed, for they will bear the messiah. 
Two leaders are definitely pictured (7,2). Anotber important 
point 1s that Levi preceeds Judah here as.he does in the 
order of tna documents of the:Test. XII Pat. , 
Note tha.t tbe term tf'MIS IAJ is used ln verse 5. Taken , 
in 1 ts context, r u,J Ill can readily be taken to mean only 
a temporal situation, for the cor.text speaks of the destruction 
of.the enemy in military terms, as 6, 3.4 show. Our text 
suggests the Old Testament in its dealings with the Lord 
and the enemies of the state. Peace and prosperity are 
eagerly awaited; these will come from the Lord at his 
appearing.6 
Testament or Levi 
The Testament of Levi also provides some very inter-






14, 1-18, 14,.·eschatology 
19, 1-5 conclusion 
Notice that the Test. Levi preceeds .tbe Test. Jud. 
-
9 .... -. .,
) in the Testaments. This is in keeping with the attitude 






We shall find the priority of the priests over the kings 1 
throughout the Testaments. 
The first messianic section is 2, 11, which is found 
in all of the MSS. used by Charles. Levi is speaking about 
his vision (2, 6-8,19). The angel explains to Levi as he 
leads thetour ot the heavens (2, 11.12) 
And by you and Judah shall the Lord ap~ear among men, 
Saving every nation of men (in himself) · 
And your life will be from the Lord's share 
And he shall be your field and vineyard, 
And fruits, gold, and silver. 
We are dealing here with the interpretation of the vision. 
Although the heavens are numbered, ths sequence differs in 
tpe MB3. and on one occasion the numbering starts over (3,1) • 
. 
Our messianic verses are part of the speech of an angel, 
revealing what one of the heavens will contain. Eissfeldt 
excludes this cb.a.pter as an interpolation.8 
. 
Th.ere 1s reason 
to doubt the validity of this text in that it is involved 
ot the point of not making much sense; then, too, th~ idea 
of seven heavens is not Jewish in origin, but probably 
Syrian, as J. Danielou points out.9 
Two verses with which we are concerned here speak of 
Levi an6 Judah as the means by whic•h the Lord will appear 
among men.10 Hatlee the primacy of Levi and the universalism. 
The theophany of verse llb 1s not unknown in th9 Old Testament; 
a similar picture 1s found in I Enoch 25, 3 as well as in 
10 
other ot the Testaments (Test. Sim. 6,5; Test. Lev. 5,2). 
The material prosperity pictured here suggests the Old 
Testament messianic age to a certain degree. 11 
· The second m_essianic mention in the Test. Levi is in 
Chapter 8, which is a prose section and part of the vision 
ot 2,6-8,19. Chapter 8 is the beginning of another vision. 
Levi is exhorted to put on the robe of the priesthood and 
to become a priest forever (8,ltf.). The·re 1s a three .. :fold 
division ot offices for Levi according to 8,llf. Although 
the text 1s difficult to understand in view of the variant 
manuscript; .reading~, the first portion is to be great (verse 
12), the second portion is to be a priest (vs. 13),. and 
the third pOl"tl·GAtla to be called by a new name, f'or a ~ing 
shall rise 1n Judah (vs. 14).12 A three fold office is 
definitely spoken of.!here. The first portion ( 'flf 'L1'I $ 
fl\ 
~Ar,/0$ )_.of the seed of Levi is to be great, even ereater 
than all (vs. 12). The greatest one in Judaism was Moses; 
on this basis it seems likely that the prophetic office is 
_being set forth. 
At any rate, there are three offices, tbe office of 
prophecy, the priesthood from Levi, and a king from Judah 
who will establish a new priesthood. 
Throughout tb1s Testament we see evidence or frequent 
interpolation, notably in cbapters 10, 14, and 16-18. There 
is disagreement among scholaJ'e as to the interpolations 
here. Eisafeldt says that chs. 14 and 16-18 are inter-




Chapter 10 is a condemnation of the Jews tor crucifying 
Christ, who is called the Savior of the world. 
act, as it is called, is sharply decried. This chapter 
tells how Jesus died as the Savior of the world and the 
the temple veil was torn to cover the shame of the people 
for this act of killing. The dispersion of the people is 
a punishment tor this crime.15 Chapter 14 speaks about the 
chief priests who shall lay their hands on the Savior· of 
tbe world (vs. 2). Notice the exactness here; it is the chief 
... 
priests, not just tbe priests, the plural and not the singular. 
Israel · was to have only one chief priest at a time. Therefore 
this is evidentlj:Y' an ado.1 tion which occurred after such 
an event~:had ·taken place, during the occupation by the Romans 
when the priests were changed at the will of the government. 16 
Investieation reveals a ·J1Iot,1ce&DJ:.69 difference in sentence 
structure between chapter 15 and the following. We note 
a completely different vocabulary in ch. 16t., also a different 
and a more complicated sentence structure in 16,5; 17,2.3, 
and a greater use of coordinate words in 16,5 and 17,2. 
Generally th.e sentences oi' chapter 16t. contain ten words 
per sentnece (vs. 2.4.5; 17,2.3.5.10.11~. We find the 
opposite of this in chapter 15. On tnis basis we are 
strongly inclined to agree with Eissfeldt in opposition 
to Ch~rles tnat chapter 15 is original, or at least be a 
different hand than are chapters 16, 17, and 18. As tor 
cbapter 18, which. contains messianic references, the 
style is poetic, wbiih immediately sets this oft from 
, 
12 
the surrounding material. It is that section of our outline 
called the eschatolosical speech followed immediately by 
the conclusion 1n prose in the outline. A translation of 
this passafe is as follows. 
And after their punishment shall have oome from the 
Lord, tbe:·.priesthood shall fail. . 
Than the Lord shall raise up a new priest to whom 
all of the words of tbe Lord shall be revealed. 
And he shall execute a righteous Judgment· upon the 
earth for a multitude of days. 
3. And his star shall rise in the heaven as of a king, 
lightine up the light of the knowledge in the light of day. 
And he shall be_magnified in all ~he world. 
He himself shall shine forth as the sun on the earth, 
and he will remove all darkness from heaven, 
and the~e will be peace in all the earth. 
5. The heavens will exult in those days., 
and the earth shall rejoice, · 
·and the clouds will rejoice, 
(end the knowledge or· the Lord will be poured upon 
the earth as the water of the se•s). 
And the Angels ·o:r the glory of the presence or the Lord 
will reJoice in him. 
And tb.e heavens -will be opened. 
And from the temple of glory sanctification will come 
upon him, 
And tb.e voice of the Father as from Abraham to Issac. 
7. And. the glory of the highest will flow over him 
And the spirit of understanding and holiness shall 
rest on him (in the water). 
For he shall give the majesty of tha Lord to his sons 
in truth forever. 
And there shall not be a successor to him from generation 
to generation forever. 
9. And in his priesthood the Gentiles will be multi-
plied in knowledge on the earth, 
And enlightened through the grace of God. 
(.And Israel shall be made lower in ignorance and will 
be made dark with mourning). 
In his priesthoJd shall sin come to an end, 
and tbe lawless will cease to do evil, 
(and the Just will rest in him). 
And he shall open the gates of paradise, 
and will re~ove the threatening sword aga-inst Adam. 
11. And he will give to the saints to eat of the tree 
of life, 
And the spirt\ of holiness will be on him. 
And Bellar will be bound by him 
and he will give power to bis c~·~ildren to t!!ead on evil spirits. 
---- ·- ·· _ .. 
13 
13. And the Lord will rejoice in his cmildren. 
And h.e will be happy over 1tta dear ones forever. 
And then will Abraham and Israel and Jacob be glad. 
And I will be happy, and all the saints will be garmented 
with rigbteousnes·s. 
There are a number of verses here which call for further 
examination. Numbers 24, 17 suggests verse-:3·. with its 
reference to the star. The heavens opening and the sound 
of tbe FatberJA voice (vs. 6) is not too much different trom 
Matthew 3,16.17. The glory of the most high (vs. 7) suggests 
Isaiah 11.2. The expression 111n the water11 1s found in 
only one manuscript, 11e 11 , which does not play -an important 
in the history of these MSS. The pronoun 11he 11 ( vs • 9) 
can not very easily refer to God since be is mentioned 1n 
this text; it more easily refers to an earthly figure. 
There is a universal implication in vs. 9, for the Gentiles 
• ' . 
will know· of and probably follow him. One interesting _point ·· · 
is that during the reign of this priest sin will come to 
and end (vs. 9), which 1s not peculiar to this document, 







.; · . . . 
I 
and this literature~~7 - The conductt of Israel will change 
because a new heaven and a new earth will emerge. This 
sugrests Habakkuk 2,4, although this is in all probability 
•.•,.r 
a Christian interpolation of a later date since it is poorly 
documented in the MSS. Although verses 10, 11, and 12 refer 
to a superhuman power, the 11he" can not refer to human figure. 
The tree of life suggests the tree in Eden although here the 
reference 1s more likely to refer to other literature. 18 
.Jr tb.e 11b.e 11 of verse 10 refers to tb.e messiab., tb.en tb.is 
I 
is the only reference in Jewish literatu~e which ascribes ,- ... , . 
to him th.e power to open the gates of paradise ."l~_~:. There 
are certain parallels which ~bould be considered in regard 
I : £ ... 
to the power of the mess1ah.~o) ,._ ... ,
Perhaps this section is more akin to those parts ot 
the Old Testament which speak of th.e 11great and glorious 
day of the Lord. 1111 We have seen nothine to show us th.at 
this section is either opposed to the rest of the literature 
of this age or that it is d1stm.01tive in nature.21 
Testament ot Judah 
The Testament 2!_ Judah is somewhat lengthy 1n comparison 
to the other testaments. This is to be expected in view 










The first messianic material in the Test. Judah is 
not nearly as exact as much of tb.e -.,other material which we 
have considered. The subject matter of tnis section (17,2-6) 
speaks of the doom of Judah, followed by the promise that 
the kingdom will be established by Judah. 22 
There is a s1@?11f1cant statement in 21,4 which speaks 
of the superiority of the priesthood over the kingship on 
the condition that the priesthood is faithful, not falling 
15 
away from the Lord. This passage is .similar to what we 
saw in our examination of Test. Lev. 14,2 and 29. 
A reference to the messianic age is made in 22,2. 
The salvation of Israel will come until the appearing of 
the God of' righteousness and there will be peace. ('!'he 
messianism here, although not connected to any tribe or 
office, speaks of peace tor all at the appearing ot the 
God of righteousness.]This is not different from what we 
have seen above 1n our review of the 11gllden age 11 mater1a1.23 
21,4 deals with tbe priesthood • . Judah urges respect 
tor Levi (verse 4) -and goes on to say that the priesthood 
1s above the earthly kingship. The reservation is lett 
that if the priesthood falls away, it is to be dominated 
by the earthl_y kinsship. The h.1storical circumstances 
for this might be reflected here as Charles reflects.24 
At any rate, we see here a statement Which seems to be 
original and which carries out an idea which was found in 
other literature ot the time.25 
As we aamine the messianic material in 24, 1-6 it 
1s evident that Test. L!!• 1s being. reflected·. 26 The 
following translation 1s offered • 
.And attar these things a star will rise to you from 
Jacob in peace. 
And a man will arise (from my seed), like tbe sun of 
righteousness, 
Walking w1tb the sons of men in meekness and righteousness. 
And no sin will be found in him. 
And ·. the ho&Y8AI will. be opened to him, to pour out 
tbe Spirit, the blessing of tbe Father. 
And he shall pour out the spirit of ~race on you; 
And you will be to _him sons 1n truth, 
And you will walk 1n bis commandments first and last. 
16 
. 
(Thie brancb of God mast higb and this fountain giving 
life unto all.) 
'!'hen the scepter of my kingdom will shine forth; 
And from your root a stem will rise; 
And from it a rod of righteousness will grow to the 
Gentiles, 
lb judge and to save all that call upon the Lord. 
First, the text speaks of a star rising out of Jacob, 
a man walking with men in meekness and righteousness. No 
sin will be found in him, and the blessing of the Father· 
will be on him. The Gentiles are mentioned as receiving 
the benefits of the root, which will give salvation to all 
who call on the name of the Lord. Much of verses 4-6 is 
directly from the Old Testament.27 Although the Old Testament 
comes through again and again, the tendency of the early 
cburch to 11over-mesa1an1ze 0 the Old Testament could have 
caused this testimonia to be placed bera. 28 As we have seen 
the idea of the messiah for the Gentiles is not new for 
this 11terature.?9! 
\, ,, ... 
We hP.ve seen in this testament that . the one who is 
coming from GG>d is coming with power from on high to perform 
a task which is 1n•keeping with the will of God (verse 2). 
A definite pattern 1s developing regarding the one to come 
from God. At some points the picture is clearer, naming 
tribes and office•,while at other times the picture 1s less 
4efin1te, simply maintaining an expectation. 
Testament of Issachar 
The Testament of Iasaohar is relatively simple in 












The Testament of Issacbar occupies a position of minor -----
importance in the national and in the prophetic history of 
the Twelve Tribes. Perhaps there is no supr1se, then, in 
finding that there is no material here which 1s messianic 
in nature. The advice is of the same nature as the advice 
of the other Testaments whicb we have examined. 5,8 encour-
I 
ages tbe children to obey tb.e priesthood or Levi and the 
kingship of Judah, which is in keeping with nearly every 
one of the Testaments. This verse does not become more 
expl1c1te on this matter and the point has no messianic 
implications. 
Testament of Zebulun 
The Testament of Zebulun follows the general structure 









The chief interest in the Test. Zeb. centers in 9,8, 
especially as it is expanded in MSS. "b, 11 11d, 11 and "g. 1130 
31 • 
The simpler and more original MSS. of verse 8a deals with 
the light of righteousness. The term 1111ght of rigbteousness 11 
suggests Malachi 4,2; however MSS. "b, 11 "d, 11 and "s" expand 
this expression to include bealing and compassion, redemption 
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from the captivity of Beliar, and redemption of the Gentiles. 
Verse 8b speaks of the return to the native land. Here 
even the oldest manuscripts have a thgop~any, 1H1m," where 
MSS. 11b," 11d," and 11g" are interpolated, speaking of seeing 
God in the fashion of man in Jerusalem.'2 
Testament of Dan 
The Testament 2! Dan is relatively short, again similar 












In the Testament of Dan we find one very interesting 
· reference to the salvation of tbe Lord which will arise from 
Levi (and Judah),33 who will make war against Beliar, the 
spirit of evil in this literature. 
Charles does not appreciate the use of both Judah and 
Iavi here, especially since Judah 1s not contained equally 
in the other Testaments in connection with similar reterences.34 
. 
The word order here 1s not in keeping with the information 
gained from the Test. XII Pat~5 However, tbe preae:ace of 
this variation of order suggests the possibility of tampering . 
with the text as well ·as the possibility of a power struggle. 
Testament of Naphtali 
The Testament of Napthali again follows the general 
19 ..  
outline of the other Testaments. It can be outlined as 
follows: . 








The vision in chapter 5 is in keeping with the traditions 
of apocalyptic literature 1n general, although this in 
particular has certain points of similarity with Revelation 
12,1 and l Enoch 90, 32ff., where the coming of the white 
bull is a sign of God's coming Judgment. We notice again 
the presence of·the reference to Levi and Judah. Iavi 1s 
a sun with twelve palm branches. Judah is as a moon .with 
twelve rays.36 
Chapter 8,2 bas a messianic reference coupled with 
eschatological material. Salvation is pictured as coming , 
tnrougb Levi and Judah. This verse is translated as follows, 
"Therefore, you also are to charge your children to be united 
to Levi and Judah, for through J\ldiah salvation will arise 
. 
to Israel, and in him will Jacob be blessed. 11 Immediately 
noticeable upon comparison with the original.text as Charles 
presents it is the tact that Charles' translation does not 
agree with his manuscripts.37 We find that the translation 
offered above is more accurate. 
This section 1s 1;otte4 with difficulty; the manuscripts 
have been tampered with, causing difficulties in grasping 
the continuity of the thought. In view of the great historical 
and textual uncertainties lying behind the MSS,, we feel 














on the basis of the information supplied in tbis passage. 37a 
Testament of Gad 
The Testament of Gad does not contain any eschatological 
section, something outstanding among the Testaments; still, 
it does contain the standard components of history (l,l-
2,5), advice (3,1-8,3), and conclusion (8,4.5). The teach-
ings are largely exhortations to abide in the iaw. This 
1.s in keeping with the frequent admonitions to uphold the 
law which cbaracterize the Testaments and cause us to 
agree that this may have been first written by a Pharisee. 
Testament of Asher 







Chapter seven, the eschatological chapter, provides 
us with some interesting material. The important passages 
are provided here. 
You will be brought to nothing in the dispersion, 
vanisb1ll8 as water. The Most High will visit the earth, 
Himself coming (as man, eating and drinking with men), 
breaking the head of the dragon in the water. He will 
save Israel and all of the Gentiles (God spea~ing in 
the person of a man). 
Charles feels that verses 4-7 are Jewish 1nterpolat1ons,38 
while Jean Danielou feels that tne whole chapter &s a 
Christian interpolation.39 Although this chapt~r is basically 
•" 
an admonition to lead a proper lite, verse 3 speaks of 
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the Most H1gb coming to the earth as a man, eating and 
drinking with men, finally breaking the head of the dragon 
in water. The universal sal~stion 1s again worked by the 
Most High speaking as a man. There is a close relationship 
between this verse and Psalm 74,13, which uses a theophan7 
followed by the destruction of the primeval toe, a dragon, 
by water. There 1s no MSS. evidence to warrant this a later 
addition. 40 
Testament of Josepb 
The Testament g.t Joseph us mucb longer than many of 
the Testaments; we find that the more important of' Jaoolf~s 
sons receive more attention in the Testaments. The Test. 
Jos. ranks with the Test. Jud. and the Test. Lev. in length. 









There is one possible messianic reference in the 
Testament!!!: Joseph. 19,lt. We note that the important 
manuscripts of "c, 11 11Beta, 11 and "s1 " omit verses 3 through 
7. MS. "An which does include _ these verses has a vision 
which elabor~tes on verse 1 and 2 of the better manuscripts, 
"c·," "Beta, 11 and 0 s1 • 11 
According to the better MSS., a v1r!in of Judah will 
give brith to a lamb without spot. This:1s preceeded by a 
vision which does not contain exact references such as names. 
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The virgin clashes with the animal symbolism; this is an 
. 
unusual mixture. Verse 11 admonishes tbe reader to heed ,·· 
I ./ · ... · 
to Levi and to Judah, for the "Lamb of God who takes away 
the sin of the world11 will come from them, saving the Gentiles 
and Israel. His kingdom will be everlasting. 
In an effort to understand this material, we should 
remove the material which is not in keeping with the type 
or material found 1n a vision of this type.41 
Although the material contained in these verses 1s 
very interesting for the Christian reader, we feel th.at 
we are just in excluding it from the material which is con-
sidered original tor the reasons given below.42 The reference 
to the virgin is not . common to the Testaments. For the early 
church this may have had mean1ng, but tor today it must be 
omitted from the information given on the coming one. 
Testament of Benjamin 
The final testament, the ~estament of Benjamin follows 
a pattern similar to the pattern of the other ~staments. 









In the section of advice (3,1-11,2) we have several 






In you will be fulfilled the prophecy of heaven 
(concerning tbe Lamb of God, the Savior of the world), 
and a blameless one will be delivered up for lawless 
men, and a sinless one shall die for ungodly men (in 
the blood of the covenant, tor the salvation Of the 
Gentiles and of Israel, and will -destroy Beliar and 
his servants). 
The distinctive flavor of this material is evident upon 
first glance.43 3,8 may be notable for the message ifbibh 
it carries. Joseph is talking about bis life in slavery 
(2,3). ·Benjamin reiterates the story ot Jacob on the death-
bed. As Jacob embraces Joseph, he speaks the words of verse 
B. If this understanding of the text is correct, then 
this is the only place in the Testaments where the messiah 
1s seen as coming from any tribe other than Isv1 or Judah. 
The remainder of the verse speaks about the blameless 
one who will be delivered for lawless men, dying for ungodly 
men. There is the implication here that two men are meant, 
one blameless, the other ainless. This may be a parallel . 
·structure, •.·common to the Psallme; the implication of a dual 
• 
messiah is strong here. This verse has been altered con-
• 
Siderably as seen by the weak MSS. evidence tor some of the 
material in verse 8. The vicar1·ous suffering here 1s not 
completely strange, for II Maccabees 7,38 .suggests this 
type of suffering in pre-Christian times. Our discussion 
of the Suffering Servant ought to be brought to mind in this 
connection.44 
In this same block of material we see that 9,2-5 
provides us witb some interesting material. 
translated as · follows. 
It can be 
; ·' -· 
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Tbe temple of God shall be your portion, and the last 
(temple) will be more glorious than the first. The 
TWelve Tribes shall be gathered togetber there with 
all of the Gentiles until the Most High will send forth 
his salvation.in the visitation of his only-begotten 
prophet. (He will enter into the (first) temple, and 
there the Lord will be treated with outrage, and he will 
be lifted up on a tree. The veil of the temple will 
be torn and the Spirit of the Lord will pass on the 
Gentiles as tire poured forth. He will ascend from 
Hades and will pass from eartn into beaven. I know 
how lowly he will be upon earth and how glorious he 
will be in heaven). 
Again the ~ist1nct1ve material here is notable. 
Tbe temple veil, the ascent from Hades, the ascension to 
Heaven suggest the New Testament.45 we note that the 
only-begotten one here 1s not a son, but a prophet. That 
the prophet is unmistakeably connected witb suffering and 
eternal glory 1s evident. If this material 1s of a later 
date than the original document, 1. e._if it is Christian 
material, ·. notice must be taken of the position of the prophet. 
On the basis of the MS~ evidence available, doubt·mustMbe 
cast on the or1g1nai1ty of this material.~ 
Chapter 10,7ft. provides more material of a similar 
vein • .Again there is a_MS. difficulty, tor the more descriptive 
sections are not attested to as well in the MSS. than are 
. . 
the more general sections. It an interpolation has ·been:· 
made here, the most likely tendency of the interpolator 
would have been to clarity the material before him with 
clearer references to. wbat be wanted to· show.46 
At this point is is easy to see the wide variation of 
messianic material ~ . .- which is contained in the T~staments. 
As we proceed to the next section, .:tb1s~-1nfor.mat1on will 
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be evaluated and organized to facilitate interpretation. 
Critical Evaluation of the Strata of the Interpolations 
An evaluation of the interpolations yields three strata 
ot work, that is tbree major levels of interpolations in the 
Test. XII Pat. 
The first and probably the oldest level of interpolations ............ .,,,.__ . - ....... .--....... ~ 
are those which are in keeping with the Pharisaical nature 
of the basic document. These · interpolations are Jewish 1n 
·nature, with.out any of the 11 Chr1stolog1cal" implications 
~hich do occur. An example of one such interpolation is 
in the Test. Judah, 17,2-18,1, which e~pounds 17,l. The 
explanation of the material of 17,1 is not necessary for 
an-understanding of the text. The context is clearer if the: 
suspected area 1s not included.47 Another example is the 
apparent interpolation in the Test. Zeb., 6,4-6, which is 
~ 
tound only in one family of MSS. of late origin. A similar 
situation exists in the same testament, 7,1-8,3. 
An.other example of tbia type 1s that which, while 
. 
Jewish, refers to a body of Jewish literature of a late 
date,_for example to the Apocrypha or the Pseu.depisrapha.48 
A good example of this is in the Test._Dan, 5,6-7, which 
mentions the book of Enoch, at t ·he same time contradicting 
·verse 4 of the same chapter. 
The second classification of interpolations are tbose 
which could have been done by a Christian, but which are 





structure. The Test. A.sh. 7,3 pictures the Most High 
visiting the earth and breakine the head of the dragon 
in the water. The draeon is the primeval foe in the 
Semetic world as Genesis 3 reveals. The water is a 
possible Christian reference to baptism, tor it breaks the 
head of the primeval foe, who 1s evil to men. Another 
example is 1n the Test. Zeb~, 9,8, MSS. 11b," 11d, 11 and "s~• 
speak in terms sucti as 11healing and compassion." Test. Jud. 
24, 4-6 speaks 1ri the terminology of the Old Testament in 
using "the Branch," 11scepter," 11nd "stem." The admonition 
of Test. Ben. 3,2 is more in keeping with the New Testament 
Pauline tradition than it is in the tradition of the rabbis. 
The third classification of interpolations are those 
which are direct references to the humiliation or the 
exaltation of Jesus. The Test. Jos., 9,8, has interpolated 
into the text expressions such as "born from Judah," 
"without spot, 11· "wearing a linen grament," which, in th.is 
context, are probably Christian references. The Test. Ash. 
7, 3 contains references such as "as man, eating and . drinking 
with men" and to 11God speaking in the person of man, 11 which 
are much more exact in nr..ture than anything we have found 
in the Old Testament. Th.e Test .• Ben. ·;_JJ0,7tf. contains a 
f$w interesting comments alons the same lines. The X1ng 
of Heaven 1s por:tray.ed as the one 11who appeared 
in the form of a _  man in titmt:Ul-; u as many as "believe 
on him on the earth shall rejoice with him." Again, 11For 
when he appeared as God in · the flesh to deliver them they 
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. 
be1lieved him not. 11 The Test. Ben. 9,3.4 speaks of the .. 
temple veil being-"torn, the Lord being lifted on a tree, 
the as·cension from Hades and the Ascension to heaven. 
These do not fit tne context and they certainly do not fit 
the thought of the age. Although it ~s pos~ible that we 
have here a strange, important, new revelation, there_ 
seems to be no warrant for accepting it as such • 
. Terminology of the Messianic Concept in the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs · 
The terminology of the Testaments should be evaluated 
to determine what appellations were applied to the messiah. 
Four terms will be evaluated here with a view toward under-
standing the messianic mesaage of this work; they are messiah, 
,c ' 
~~R~~t, ~~~.!~~• and king. __ .... ~ 
Messiah 
Some very d1f1n1te pictures of the messianic terminology 
are used in the Test. XII Pat~ The Test. Jud • . tells us 
that a star will rise from Jacob and that the heavens will 
be opened to this star and the spirit of the Father will 
be poured onto him and the star will pour grace on the 
hearers. There is no sin in this righteous one (Test. Jud. 
24,1) and the paradise will be opened by him tor the right-
eous (Test. Levi 18,10; Test. Dan 5,12). The task. of 
this anointed one is to war against Israel's toes (Test. ~ 
Iavi 8,12), tor through him will the knowledge of tne Lord 
come to the Gentiles (Test.Levi 18,9; Test. Jud. 24,6). 
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!be messiah. 1s also ·.pictured as a brancti·~ of tb.e Most High 
God (Test. Jud. 24,4 and as a stem growing as an off shoot '!~ 
( 9r!st. Jud. 24,5)~ The same testament (24,4) pictures the 
messiah as a fountain which gives life. The purpose of the 
messiah ia to bring salvation, which 1s sometimes pictured 
in terms similar to defeating a national enemy or Beliar.49 
Other times it 1s pictured as being for the Gentiles and 
for Israe1.SO Still other passages picture the messiah as 
coming as a man (Test. ASh.7;3), as a lamb born by a virgin 
(Test. Jos. 19,8), for the sake of lawless men (Test. Ben. 
3,8). 
Prophet 
Two passages speak or the messiah in terms of a prophta. 
Test. Lev~ 8,15 looks for a prophet of the most high, of 
the seed of Abraham. In this connection, a three fold 
office is given and the office of prophet is given last.51 
Test. 19n. 9,2 speaks of an only begotten prophet, who 
will be mistreated, killed, ascend1ne from Hades into heaven. 
This is similar in outlook to the Suffering Servant passages 
of Isaiah, in addition to sounding ~-like a abort confession· 
of events recorded in the New Testament.52 
Priest 
The office of the priest or of the h~gh.pr1est is spoken 
of quite highly in the Testaments. Test. R!_BB,.6,8 speaks 
of a high priest whereas ~!1• Levi 1a,1 speaks ot a 
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new priest. Test. lt!!:•8,14 mentions the establishment of 
a new priesthood. This section refers to a three fold 
office, of which the .of~ice of ~riest 1s listed first • 
.Again it is noted that where the office1.:;Qt1~'b.ae~_.p:tleat~.and 
of the king are placed side by aide, the priest is listed 
first, giving more prominence to this office. 
ICing 
Other passages speak of the Messiah as a king, notacly 
the Test. Reub. 6,11.12 and Test. Levi 8,14. The work 
of this king· 1s quite uncoventiunal until we read Test. 
Levi.8,14, whieb tells··.ius-:-that~.the .l:ing· .. w111:;:.establisb. a·new 
priesthood. The high p1s1t1on given to the kingly office 
here 1s not in the mainatr~am of the thought of this document. 
Expectation of the Messiah 
·There is an obligati~n to consider the material at 
hand in the Testaments to determine the possible meaning 
tor the people of the Christian era. Therefore all of 
the messianic material will be cons1dsred with the exception 
of those references which have been considered as leaning 
heavily on the message or tbe Christian church.53 
Source 
The tribes dealt with are Levi and Judah. Levi 
rspresents the priestly class; in tha case that the mes.s1ah 
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is from Levi, hie function is priestly. If the messiah is 
from Judah his function is kingly.54 Again it is notable 
/- -\ 
that the superiority of Levi over Judah is set forth.~S~J 
Here the Qumran community has provided us with parallels. 
The Qwnran messianic expectation looked tor a dual messiah, 
.:"56. \ c:.,.'T._ r<J-ll .. f;~°T<J filling two rolls, the priestly and th.a kingly •....... •- ~ 11 
The Testaments do not say too much else about the 
position or the relation of these two offices to ach other. 
Levi is usually over Judah;; Joseph is mentioned only once 
in this connection.57 From this it 1s evident that tb.ere 
was a dual expectation regarding the co~ine one. The ex-
pectation 1s to be fulfilled in two distinct offices, by two 
lcl1a.t.md:t persons. Taking a bac~round position, but not to 
be forgotten, is the office of tbe prophet. 
Duty of the Messiah. 
The Testaments ·do not say very mucb regarding the work 
... 
of the messiah. The information which is available is not 
very developed as we shall point out. lfhen the messiah comes, 
men will know the law because of him as Test. Sim. 6,8 points 
out. His appearance will be on the earth (Tes~. Sim. 6,5) 
and he will defeat the spirits of deceit (6,6). The chief 
work of the messiah will be opening heaven for all men 
(Test. Lev. 18,6). There 1s a note of suffering and death 
in a number of places, but these are dubious in nature.58 
There 1s no mention about precurasors, unless we consider 




1s no implication that tha propha~ of this office will be 
a precurssor of anyone. 
More information of the messianic expectation of the 
whole intertestamental period shows that basically the messiah 
was expected to be either human or superhuman of various 
tribes of the Jews; the superhuman messiah is without 
human descent.59 
Signs Identifying the Messiah 
Tb.is section of the paper will deal w1 th the ~-•work· ·.-' 
wbich the-messiah is expected to perform.and with the signs 
by wnich the messiah will be identifiable. In the cases 
below we•··will·. consider the branch. of David as a messianic 
source, the baptt•m with water as it is pr~sented in the 
Testaments, the overthrowing of Beliar, .the suffering 
as a mark of the one sent from God, the uniyersal work ~f 
the messiah, and the cc,c,smic significance of' his power·.· 
The messianic expectation of the Test. XII Pat. is 
in the mainatre$m of Jewish and of Old Testament thought in 
looking for the messiah from the seed of D1vid. Test. Jud. 
24, 4.5 speaks of a branch of God Most High. Tbis word 
suggests Isaiah 11,1, Jeremiah 23, 5.6, and 33, 15, all of 
which speak of a new or righteous shoot from David's seed. 
This seed will possess the scepter of the kingdom which will 
shine at this time (verse 5). · 
Test. Lev. 8, ·15 tells us that the king who sh.all arise 
in Judah will estatlish a new priesthood. The presence of 
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this king will be loved.as a prophet of the seed of Abraham. 
Here too the line goes back to the Old Testament father of 
the race. 
Regarding the use of water in the Testaments, several 
noteworthy ref'er·-~nces stand out. Test. Lev. 18, 6. 7 speaks 
of tha voice of the Father being pronounced over the messiah 
and at this time the spirit of sanctification and of under-
standing will rest on him, in the water. The 11in the water" 
is not well atteste4, found 9~±Y·~n MS, "e". Notice that 
the Fq.ther 's voice and the water are connected with the 
coming of spiritual power. Test. Ash. 7,2.3 has two refer~ - . 
ence to the use of water. First, evil peopleof Asher will 
vanish in tbe d1spers1~n as water. This is not connected 
w1 tb baptism as much as it 1s c_onnected with another ·picture 
of streams and w~ter vanishing in Test. Zeb. 9,2. However, 
Test. Ash. 7,3 has a very interesting reference to the head 
of the dragon being broken in tb.e water. Tb.is 1s very 
similar in nature to the picture of Psalm 74, 13. The 
connection is notable, tor both texts .- speak in terms of a 
theophany. water is set forth as the means by which evil 
is overcome. 
Test. Lev. 16,5 speaks of the dispersion of the Jews 
until the day when they will be received again by the Father 
. 
t~.rough faith and water. The expression faith and water 
1s very poorly attested in the early MSS., being found only 
in the less important of the MSS. available to us. 
Another sign by which the messiah will be identifiable 
--
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is his warring against Bellar. Test. Sim 6,6 tells of the 
spirits of deceit being trodden under foot by the Mighty One 
of Israel who appears on earth to save men. Levi carries 
the picture one step further in saying that Beliar will be 
bound and the chil·dren o:f the messiah. will have power to 
step on evil spirits. Test. Zeb. 9,8 bas a group of MSS. 
of minor importance which enlarge the better MSS. with refer-
enQes to the.overcoming of Bellar and tbe subjecting of the 
spirits of evil under foot.~ 60 Test. Dan. 5,10 continues 
the picture, but does not add anything in saying th.at Bellar 
will be opposed by the messiah and an everlasting vengeance 
will be taken upon him. 
The place where the messiah will be found is Jerusalem 
according to Test. Zeb. 9,8. This is the only reference 
to a place in the Testaments and all MSS. agree in this respect. 
Test. Reub. 6,8 and Test. Lev. 17,3 set forth the messiah 
as the anointed, although the material of the anotnted is 
not mentioned. 
In several places the mesaiah is set forth as being 
a sufferer. Test. Levo 10,3 spake of sufferins, provided 
w.e allow for the dubious readings, alth.Jugh this course 
does not seem advisable. 14,2 speaks of priests laying 
their hands on tbe Savior of the world, but again this pa.rt 
of the word is not well attasted.61 The Test. Ben. 9,2 and 
3,8 also speak of a suffering mes~iah, but again the MSS. 
evidence for tb.e te·xts is not as complete as it should be. 62 
At a number of places the messiah is sho~n to be going 
I 
,• 
to tbe Gentiles. Test. Jos. 19,11 speaks of the messiah as 
ueing for Isreal as well ,.as for the Gentiles. Test. Jud. 
22,2 conte.ins a similar r~ference, whereas Test. Levi 2,11 
mentions that every race will be saved. All of these 
references are dubious in some respect; the reference 1n Lebi 
1s the best attested of tb.e:::exa~ples~ citea.:63 
The Testaments definitely attribute to the messiah 
powers over the beavens. Test. Lev. 18, 10 says that the 
messiah will open the gates of heaven. Tbis is perhaps the 
only reference which attributes this power to the messiah.64 
The reference in Test. Levi 18,3 to the star rising is an 
implication that here is cosmic power in tha messiah. The 
refer~nce to the sun and ·to light in the same verse shows 
that the messiah is considered to have powers in the heavens. 
The Test. Jud. 24, 1 has a similar reference. Test. Ben. 
9,5 points out that the messiah will ascend from Hades into 
heaven. His status in heaven is 11glorious. 11 This is an 
~-
• 
1nd1ca.t1on that there is power in the messiah., for his glory 
will be in heaven, whereas while on the earth he was humble. 
The different signs by which the messiah is ·•.identified 
indicate a powerful one coming by the will and with the 
power to accomplish a victory over evil. 
'.• . Summary 
In summary, the double. background of tbe messiahs 
from Levi and from Judah shows an awareness of two realms 
of life, one of wnich is spiritual and tne other of which 
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1s political~ The superiority of the spiritual over the 
temporal as it is presented in the Test. XII Pat~ is also 
to be noted. The material implying the messiah from Joseph 
is also noteworthy because of its irregularity~ 
The terminology of messiah, prophet, priest, king, 
although not as fully expanded as we might expect, reveals 
the cormection with t ·he Old Testament. Although the office 
of the prophet is mentioned far less than the . other two 
offices, this :h-4Ml.ifp an awarene.ss :ot.·.1ts-:"function- and··need. •. 
The signs by which the messiah 1s identifiable are 
in keeping with the portrayal of a priestly ·and a kingly 
messiah, for part of the duties of the messiah are religious; 
he has the spirit_ of the Father and be frees from the evil 
Belia.r. _ On the other hand, his duties are also majestic; 
the mes5iah rules gloriously in the heavens and be wars 
· against Beli~r, establishing his position among the heavens. 
Regarding the work of tna mesaiab, Isaiah 9,6 is a 
fuller picture of his work than is contained in this document~ 
The terminolosy, the offices, and the pictur~s of the Testaments 
are underdeveloped.in comparison with much of the Old Testament, 
from which much of the material is drawn. 
Three strata of interpolations have been set forth, 
which, with the original document, makes four sources com-
bined into one. The more important of the Testaments are 
the ones which have been most heavily reworked. Stripped 
of the interpolations, the picture of the messian is more 
scant and less exact. 
-~·~: ... The mesaia.nie ·material of thifJ document has ,prove~ 
. '
' to be most helpful and informative in many respects. The 
task· now remain-a to· e·valuate- the Matthean mate.:r1$l and to 
•• I • 





THE MESSIANIC CONCEPT IN THE GOSP~L ACCORDING TO MATTHEW 
~ 
Th.a second major di vision:~ -of this paper according to 
the· outline 1s an examination of the Matthean Gospel with 
an eye to determining the messianic message which Matthew 
. 
set forth for the edification of the reader. First certain 
acts 1n the life of Jesus which, by ~heir very nature, set 
him in a category different from other men will be examined. 
Then the terminology applied to Jesus either by himself 
or by others will be examined to determine the attitude 
of both Jesus and others about his connection wit~ the 
messiah. 
The Office of Jesus 
Before delving into the terminology 1fhicb Matthew uses 
to express his messianic concept, it is fitting to examine 
certain acts in the life of Jesus by which Matthew sets 
Jesus aside as one to be considered the messiah, the one 
from God. Here the meaning of Jesus' baptism will be 
considered as Matthew presents it; the Dav1d1c lineage which 
Matthew sets down will be examined; the power over cosmic 
forces which Matthew brings out will be discussed as well 
as the power over evil an:i t·he forces of evil. 
Was there anything in Matthew's presentation of Jesus' 




How does Matthew reveal Jesus as the Messiah in this act? 
Upon an examination of the Synopticq.,· the connection between 
the three writers stands out •. All.record the appearnace 
of John, the act of baptizing, the opening of heaven and 
the dove and the spirit of God descending, designating 
C , 
that Jeaus is (}II& • 
The usa~e of water as a cleansing agent can be well 
demonst.rated from information of this time. 1 According to 
the teachines of John, baptism sisnified repentance (Mt. 
3,11) and a new dedication to God. Connected with the baptism 
of' Jesus ar·e certain events which had great significance 
which are not recorded in regard to other baptisms. After 
the act of baptizing, Matthew tells that the heavens opened, 
the spirit of God descended as a dove, and a voice cried 
out the words of Isaiah 42,1. The words of Matthew seem 
to be a direct reference to Isaiah 11,2, which speaks of 
the messiah as coming from Jesse. Here too the spirit of 
the Lord ·· ca.JDe to him. Isaiah continues in that same verse 
to define the spirit or the Lord as wisdom, understanding, 
counsel, might, knowledge, fear of the Lord. The words 
of Matthew are unmistakably· connected to the implications 
of this Isaanic passage. 
The meaning of the voice from heaven is important,· 
for the voice utters the words of Isaiab 42,1. The Isaiah 




tltl14 • .. i (./ i. ,t r I~ • Only a bad Jew could 
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have missed the connection or thase sayings. Here Matthew 
1s setting Jesus in a special place. Tbe baptism of Jesus 
exemplified the significance of tb.e ba.ptiam..,of' :allJottaer 
people in· a sense, for his baptism revealed Jesus as the 
bearer of the spirit of God and marked him as the Suffering 
-Servant.3 Tbis was a sign that the divine good plee.sure 
rested on him. 
Matthew also sets Jesus' baptism in a special category 
in another respect, for 3,15 points out that Jesus was 
baptized to fulfill all righteousn~ss. 
Immedia~ely after the baptism, in Matthew's sequence, 
Jesus 1a confronted by Satan. In the temptations the stead-
fast wtiole of the servant is revealed. Tb.e b·aptism had marked 
Jesus as a special person, and he fulfilled the position 
of his special calling to obedience.in his temptation.f~ 
Matthew seems to arrange the .temptations psychoiogically.4 
The first temptation is to doubt the truth of the revelation 
Just received. The second is to test the validity of the 
~ 
revelation. The tnird temptation 1s to try to snatch the 
messiahship which Jesus has been indicated to have in his 
baptism. For Jesus, sonship means obedience, not priviledge~ 
an<i that obedience obligated bim to do what the Father alone ··: 
desired. Here Jesus overcame the forces of evil which 
had approached him. 
This is not the only place where ~.atthew presents Jesus 
as having this power. Jesus has authority to cast out 
demons with a word, as he did in the c~se of the.centurion's 
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servant ( 8, 16) • Psalm 107, 20 is sug-ges ted by tbi s event; 
"He sent forth h1s t1ord and healed them, and delivered 
them from destruction." 
In days of old men had gone down to the sea in ships 
doing business on the great waters (Ps. 107, 23) and pad 
seen how the command of tne Lord had raised the stormy sea 
and the wind (Pa. 107,25). In their fear 
They cried to the Lord in their trouble, 
and he delivered them from their distress 
He made the storm. to be still, 
and tna waves of the sea were hushed. (Pa. 107, 28.29) 
The disciples experienced a similar event which drew forth 
the dlvine power and the love which stilled the winds for 
those ot •~little taith. 11 The rebuke of Jesus in the ship 
(B,23-27) caused men to 11ma.rvel. 11 Thia Jesus had power to 
c~ntrol the powers of the deeps, powers which had great 
strength; t ·he demons had to bow before the autbori ty of 
Jesus. 
The destruction of the swine (8, 28,34) again shows 
tbat the powe!~·s of evil are subject powers, subject to 
this one who 1s called the Beloved Son. In this act the 
demons are forced to unmask themselves and to reveal Jesus 
as the victor. In all of this the cry rings out, "Have 
you come to torment us before our. time?" and this 1s exactly 
the p·:>int which Matthew 1s making, for the escha.tolog1cal 
deliverance has come. The kingdom of heaven is at band. 
Just as these demoniacs lived in tombs, there is 
significance in the releasing of th•3 bodies from the tombs 
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at the death of Jesus (27, 52). The kingdom of God is at 
hand. To the Jew this was evident.5 
Matthew also pictures Jesus as one having control 
over the powers of the cosmos. There 1s super1or1ty in 
Jesus. Matthew mentions the star over the manger four 
times (2,4.7.9.10); at this star three ·kings rise to find 
the King. The political powers ara also concerned over the 
reason tor all of this and Herod inquires. ·· Th.1s·1s·a sign 
of something g1g. Numbers 24, 17 speaks of a star rising 
from . Jacob and Matthew points to this reaction 1n tb.e heavens 
as being a result of Jesus' brith. 
Tbe cosmic events at the death of Jesus are to be 
noted hers. While on the cross, the sun was darkened (27, 
45) throughout the land; there was an earthquake which moved 
the ce~turion, a Roman no less, to note that Jesus was certainly 
"a son of' God. 116 
Not to be overlooked is the effort which Matthew puts 
. 
into connecting Jesus w1t·n Abrab.am , by way of David. This 
1s not done by Mark or in John; Luke goes back to David. 
This genealogy 1s given in the first chapter to establish 
1ts·oertainty-by· position. 
Matthew was ins1ating on a point. Here was one so 
great at his birth and at his death that the very forces 
of the universe bowed to him. Jesus' power permeated his 
person so thoroughly that this power affected the demons, 
the -cie~d, and the powers of the deep. Here was a remarkable 
.• 
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being, one worthy of being called "a son of God, 11 one 
whom even death could not overcome, for this too was 60ll'C{ll8?!&d 
in the Resurrect1o:ra~·7 
• 
Terminology of tbe Messiah 
The terminology which will be studied here are the 
terms ,ropbet, SUffering servant, Son of Man, Lord, Savior, 
Son of God, King and Son of David, and Messiah. Vincent 
Taylor gives a more complete listing than there is here;8 
tor the sake of limitation only those titles which seem 
more important bave been selected for this paper. 
Prophet 
The occurrence of recognized prophets in the sense of 
men moved spiritually by God to cry out the "word of th~ 
Lord" b.ad become rare. Instead prophets tended to use a 
new form of expression, written prophecy in the form of 
the historic-prophetic apocalyptic and pseudepigraphic 
11 terature. !his dbes not: preclude oral prophecy •. :·· = •. 
the task here.is to determine whether Matthew used this 
term in reference to Jesus and if so to determine with 
wbnt meaning.9 In dealing with Jesus as the prophet,· it 
is.to be remembered that the Jewish idea of 11the 11 prophet 
dif'feriad from the idea of "a" prophet in that the former 
was an eschatolosical figure while the latter, though also 
an eschatolmgical figure, was not the great figure. This 
definition is- our chief criterion tor the examination of 
• 
the references to Jesus as 11the 11 prophet. 
In Matthew, not only Jesua, but John the Baptist 
is consider~d to be a prophet. Jesus designates John as 
11the 11 prophet (Mt. ll,7ff.) especially as the.·.returiling'' 
Eli jab. When Jesus designates John as "more tha~ a prophet;· 11 
he is saying tb.&t John is above the prophe'ts, the one whom 
tne rabbis expected.10 When considering the context of 
tnis speech, it is evident that Jesus intended to announce 
that hewe was the precurssQr :·ot the Messiah. He 1s Elijah; 
the kingdom of heaven has suffered violence until him; he 
is to be heard. ·.Matthew 17, lOtf. seems to identify John 
the Baptist with Elijah in Jesus• answer to the disciples 
inquiry. 
On· -numerouJ occasions Jesus was designated "prophet. 11 
Matthew 21, 46 tells that the chief priests and the Pharisees 
would have arrested Jesus, but they feared the multitude, 
which considered him "a prophet." There does not seem 
to be any eschatological implication in this saying. 
However, there are passages in the New Testament which 
designate Jesus as "tha 11 prophet, with the ne·cessary escha-
tological implications. In trying to answer the question·., 
who Jesus was, Herod and the people (Mt. 14, 1ff.) offer 
suggestions such as 11El1Jah," 11a prophet,'' or 11John." 
Note that the prinoiple Christological titles do not appear 
here. 
To consider Jesus to be Jobn returned from the dead 
a.hows th.at these people did not se6 . ,John and Jesus working 
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together. The Synoptics point out that Jesus began his 
. . 
ministry when John went to prison (Luke 3, 19f.). This 
statement also has implications tor our underst::.nding of 
the resurrection as these people viewed it. The popular 
view expressed here expects a resurrection of the physical 
body, as evidenced in the attitude that Jesus was John 
raised.11 Notice that Jesus is not tied to any prophet 
from the ramote past, but with a prophet of recent v1ntage~12 
The term "prophet" is ·used in reference to Jesus during 
his triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt. 21,lOf.). Taken in 
the context that Just befora- this Jesus nad been called 
11Son of David, 11 this term may be eschatological b.ere; however 
tbe possibility remains that the term 11prophet 11 ·here means 
only "a" prophet. 
Regarding Jesus own views of himself as 11prophet, 11 
Jesus ascribes this title to ·John the Baptist in Matthew 
11,14. 11He is Elijah who is to .come." In Matthew 13,57 
Jesus calls himself a prophet at-t1:f1a failure 1n Nazareth 
when he says, 11A prophet is --:pot without honor ••• 11 Mt. 23, 
37 expresses similar thoughts in its sorrow over those 
who kill the prophets. Note ·that .suffering 1s a characteristic 
and function of the prophets here. 
For Jesus the eschatological prop~et had already come 
and he was mistreated (Mt. 17, 12). We can conclude that 
Jesus did not consider himself to be this prophet. Nor for 
that matter, did the disciples see in Jesus 11the 11 prophet, 




All of the Synoptists are in agreement on this point.14 
Suffering Servant 
~The suffering servant ·passages .- 1n Isaiah have given 
rise lio much c~ncern on the part of schole..rs who have 
attempted to reach a proper understanding of this term • . 
Since different conclusions have been reached on this problem, 
the material of the Servant Songs will be used here to 
determine ·. whether or not they apply to Jesus as he is 
presented by Matthew. First the suf~ering and the death 
references in Matthew will be examined; .. :then tb.e question 
whether or not Jesus saw his mission as a fulfillment of 
the task of the suffering servant will be asked. 
The Old Testament pasaages which relate here are Isaiah 
42, 1-4; 49, 1-7; 50, 4-11; 52Tl3-53,12. Basically inter-
preters have taken thede passages to maan either an individual 
messiah, a collective messiahship, or a combination of 
the two. 15 
Did Jesus see his task of suffering and of death as 
an essential part of the w~rk o~ the divine plan of Salvation? 
Bultmann says that all predictions ot the passion are vat1c1na 
ex eventu. 16 - ........,........,.__,. We will consider a number ·or passages to 
determine an .answer to this question. 
Matthew 9,14-17 is the first saying to be considered. 
"The brid@gr·~om will not always be with you." In view of 
the context of the sayinE, Jesua is the brid~eroom and this 
1s a passion reference in a general way. If this is said 
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to be a vat1c1n1um !!.!. eventu, the continuity of the thought 
is broken in the 11ght ~f verse 15; the early church could 
not have interpolated this passage into the text since the 
early church did anything but fast, as we see from the lives 
of John, Paul, and Luke. 
Peter's confession evoked another reference to the 
Passion. Mt. 16, 21 1nd1~ated that after the confession 
Jesus began to instruct the disciples about his suffering 
and death. Peter, incensed by tbis, rebuked Jesus, only 
I 
to be rebuked in return. This indicates that-Jesus was 
fuliy:_~aware of' his imminent Passion. If the church inter-
polated this suffering section into the text, the connection 
. 
is ~ather odd; Peter had Just made a clear·oonfession which 
would :-hava_revealed.his theological awareness; the immediate 
rebuke would show his theological unawareness. This does 
not seem fitting. If tbe rebuke scene is the addition of 
an anti-Peter element in the e-arly church, then this is an 
odd way to interpolate, since the rebuking is not the 
point of the paragraph, but rather the passion prediction 
1s the outstanding point. 
. . 
.In Matthew 12, 3,8ft'. t.he scribes and the Phf:lrisees 
ask fora sign; no sign is offered except the sign of Jonah, 
wnich 1s considered a call to repentance. For the early 
church to have interpolated this would have been rather 
· -- unnecessary since the point of the story 1s t~e preaching 
to repentance, not the subtle Passion reference.17 
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Then too, if the reference to three days and three nights 
were interpolated by later Cbristianlty (vs. 40) as a refer-
ence to the Resurrection, it would have been a poor addition, 
tor Jesus was in the tomb tor two ni~hts and there is no 
known Jewish number system which can make two nigbts into 
three. 
Shortly. after the Transfiguration account of Matthew 
there are two more references to the passion. Mt. 17, 12 
and 23 both use the Son of Man terminology. Verse 12a refers 
·to John as 11tbe II p~opbet with a suffering reference; 12b . 
. .., 
is introduced by (IU'fUJS, for the Son of Man, Jesus it seems, 
will suffer also. The verse 23 reference seems to ,be a 
direct connection to suffering and death by Jesus with 
himself. The text indicates that the .- disciples were distressed, 
indicating that they understood. 
Matthew 21, 33ff. tells of the parable of the wicked 
husbandman who killed the servants and the son of tbe master. 
The anointing story of Matthew 26, 6-13 is similar, for bere 
too the point of the story overshadows the mention of the 
death of Jesus. Tb.e ad·J.i tion of such a section woutd ... have 
to-have .been done by a person working with subtle methods 
to insure acceptance, tor tbat whicb he wouJ.d have desired 
to make eVident was done under the shadow of the main point. 
In the case of th~ Lord's Supper texts, Isaiah 53 lies 
at the root of· a number of statements. Isaiah. 53, 12 · .: 
• • ,· ' . 'U ,ai-. ~". .., C l f'. , ·" ' 
suggests l"it. 26' 28 ·1 ~l'IJ Vv ar;.~l/.ov, ,,~. ~--·f~6',·/l(Jftr·"'v,_:~.\_; 
• 
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This b~ood shed for many definitely suggests Isalab 53, 12. 18 
The 'ltlf./1c.11 , though not mentioned as such in Isaiah, is 
always present in the work of the Servant (Isa. 42, 3.8; 
49, 5.8). 
In tbe same respect Matthew 26,45 refers to the Passion, 
. it seems, through Isaiah 53; 4.6; the 11for many" idea 1s 
bere as it is in 53, 12. What Jesus is saying here 1s that 
the barnasha came to fulfill· the task of ths abed Jahwe. 
In the voice from heaven (Mt. 3,17) there are two 
two possible Old Testament sources. of tbe Synoptic 
account of this phrase is the LXX translation of Isaiah 
42, 1, 
11son. 11 
; since ·:Jt,$ can be translated eitb.er ~servant9'.• or 
~ /, _, -i!. I 
The LXX £•W.4J.a (Isa. 42, 1) and the Ci'"'~~-
of Mt. 12, 18 are both associated with th.e idea of "son. 11 
:a . , 
The New Testament uses t,A:A~J.ft.(IJ$ ~or bachir in Isaiah 
42, 1. Not to be overlooked here is Psalm 2,7, 11You are 
I 
my son. today have I begotten yo~• which suggests itself as 
a parallel. The passages discussed above are tied together 
.. 
by the connection of words and their meanings. The voice 
from heaven comes to Jesus as a summons similar to the 
summons of Isaiah 42, 1 and presumably with a similar task. 
Jesus' baptism signified to those present that be was not 
baptized tor his own sins, but for the sins of the sins 
of the whole people. With this vicarious baptism went a 
vicarious suffering, as Isaiah had said. Therefore Jesus 
was baptized into his own death, just as we are paptized 
into bis death. To Jesus, to be baptized meant to die. 
-
Matthew 20, 22 speaks of drinking the cup which Jesus drinks. 
The Markan paralles in 10, 38 beings this out more clearly, 
for drinking the cup is equated with experiencing the 
baptism.19 The Johannine parallel bears this out,20 although 
the Synoptics present a somewhat different picture.21 
In conclusion, Jesus considered. himself obligated to 
suffering. His direct references to the Servant Songs of 
Isaiah reveal this awareness. At the same time, his followers 
were not ready to accept the radicality of the demands 
placed on him. Content to maintain the status quo, the 
farthest thing from their minds was the Sufferin~ Servant. 
High Priest-
In approaching this subject, the question is, Did Matthew 
see a priestly aspect in Jesusf If the answer to tbis q~estion 
is positive, then this mat~rial has a definite purpose in 
aiding our understanding of Matthew's messianic concept. 
At finst-glSJlce there does not se3m to be a connection 
between the messiah concept and that of the high priest. 
The ·-key ~lies in the Old Testament r.et'erences to Melchisedek 
. 
the priest-king of <3enes1s 14, 18 and Psalm 110, 1. 4. 
There are two. sayings of Jesus whicb suggest the Old 
Testament priestly ideal, Melchisedek. Botn passages use 
Psalm 110,l; Matthew 22, 44 quotes tbis. Jesus corrects 
the Pharisees I mistaken att..1 tudes concerning trom ·-whom the·;_, 
Obrist would~~ stem. There is no indication that Jesus 
connected the office of of priest with himself in this passage. 
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~ne chi ef point of tho story is t h~t be baffled his hearers . 
The second uaap:e of Psalm 110, 1 i s combined with Daniel 
7, 13 in Mat thew 26, 64 . In a.ns-:-1er to the ques ti.Jn of' the 
hieh priest , Je sus r e fers t o 11si tting on t tle right band, 11 
w ich is connect9d with Malchisedek . It i s significant t b.2.t 
Je,.sue makes this ats.te=ient before the hiS-h priest , who gr asps 
t he s i enificance of it, tearing his clothes . on the basis 
of this it i s pos~ible that Jesus appl ied to himsel f the 
i dea of an ideal high priest a.ft-3r :!-lelch1sedek. 
Hebrews menti.Jns the name of r.:alchisadek ei ght ti.nee 
in relat ion to Jesus , the only New Testament book to do so . 21a 
Son of ~an 
on a number of occa3ions Jesus used the expr ession 
11ao>n of man . 11 This e:itpress i on had much meaning i n the Old 
Testa.~ent and even in the Interteeta~en~al era. Our question 
i s , As Matthew t ells the story of Jasus , wb~t was his conception 
or t he 11son of man " and how did t his apply to J 3sus ? The 
problems which hava ari sen from the use of t hi s phrase have 
be:n i nvolved; in the di scussion here we hope to r ~turn to 
the 3cri;,tural uncierstand1r.f of the usaga as i t i s based 
on the liter ature of th,: tima . 22 
Moulton a.no Geden 's Concordance~ the~ New Testamont23 
lists t hirty use.gas of the torm ui1• f•'; it t/flp,1rr,.~ 
in Matthew. Mt . 18 , 111s r e jected on textunl s rounds . 
There are t ,.,o ways to at tac the . problem of undertaking 
Uat ttiew 's usase ; the material coul ci be examined by elimi nating 
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the usages peculdtr to Matthew anu handling the rest of 
the material, or the material could be handled by dealins 
·• 
with Matthew as a separate entity, and. then by drawing a 
conclusion. Since we are rel~ting Matthew to the Testaments 
2! the Twelve Patriarchs, it seams best to deal with the 
Matthean material separately, drawing in the other Synoptists 
where they apply. 
Some passages speak of the transcendent Son of Man. 
Jesus speaks of the Son of Man as an eschatological being, 
corresponding to the Jewish view of Daniel or Enoch. The 
t;erm ; 11Son of Man" implies a very exulted, even eschatological 
function, both singular and collectiv~ in nature.24 Assuming 
that the collective _understanding of the Son of Man in 
Daniel was n3t foreign to Judaism at the time of Jesus, 
Jesus could have ·set:!.himself .. : as representing :the remnant of 
Israe1.25 For the Jewish thought the collective idea did 
not eliminate the possibility of the individuai.26 The 
passages in Matthew which picture tne Son of Man as an 
eschatological creature speak of him as one coming soon 
(Mt. 10,23), as one sending his ange'la.-.- who will separate 
evil doers and ptmity the kingdom (Mt. 13, 41),27 as coming 
with angels (16, 27.28); as rising from the dead (17,9), 
as suffering in the future (17, 12), as betrayed (26, 24 
and 17, 22), to save the lost (18,11), 28 as sitting on 
the throne of glory (19,28), as being given to the high 
priests in the future (20, 18), and as offering himself 
for others (20, 28). The Son of Man is also presented 
. . 
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as coming with a sign (24,30), without warm!ng (24, 37. 
39.44), in glory (25,31), as crucified according to prediction 
(26, 2.24), as betrayed into the hands of sinners (26,45), 
and as eventtlally as sitting on the throne of God (26, 64). 
The majority of the es91:latolog1cal c1 t·at1:Jns rater to 
Jesus after Peter's confession of him. 
At least one 11Son of l-Ian'' passage refers to manking 
in general, without any supernatural reference. Matthew 
12, 32 may ~it into this category. 11Whoever speaks a word 
&f!ainst the son ot man· will be forgiven ••• 11 Previous to tbis 
passage Jesus was speaking of blasphemy and Of himselt.29 
Still other passages refer to Jesus as he is visible 
before his· hearers. Jesus speaks .of the foxes as having 
holes, etc. but it 1s Jesus himself here, the Son of Man 
who has no place to lay his head, Ma.ttb.ew·_JSI., 1.19 speaks of 
the Son or Man coming eating and drinking as opposed as 
the fasting John; apparently Jesus is the f'r1-end of' tax 
collectors and sinners who is the Son of Man here. 
Matthew 13, 37 tells of the sower· ot eooa. news; this seems 
.to be a reference to Jesus in a non-glorified sense, for 
Jesus was doing.this at the.time. Matthew 16, 13 pr~sents 
the question which initiated Peter's confesaion; although 
Jesus presents himself as "I", he does not apply an eschatoleg-
tgal-· .i.occur.rence•::; to the Son of Man. 
The Son of Man in Matthew stands at the end of a long 
chain of development which runs throughout the Old Testament. 
Uke the Servant of Jahwe, the Son of Man 1a an ideal figure 
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for the manifestation of God's power on earth. Where the 
Son of Man is, there God's power is at work in his .Kingdom. 
Since Jesus saw himself as one who was to proclaim this 
llngdom, he attempted to realize in Israel the ideal contained 
in this term as it is used in the examples cited above. 
First Jesus tried to appeal through sermon ·(Mt. 5-7), then 
through parables and the sending of the disciples. When 
the disciples themselves were shown not willing to rise 
to the demands of the ideal, Jesus stood alone, embodying 
in bis person the kingly claims of God. 
Even in the ligllt of the evidence or Enoch, _Daniel, 
and IV· Ezra, 30 the interpretation of the 11Son of Man'' must 
be understood as it ia used in the Son of Man passages in 
Matthew. The bulk of these passages refer either to the 
immediate suffering and the coming !lory of the Son or Man 
or to Jesus in a general sense. 
Not to be overlooked is the weight of the sayings of 
Jesus regarding the eoming sutferine of the Son of Man, 
which correspond very closely to the sufferings of Jesus' 
Passion;,1 on this basis it seems very natural to regard 
Jesus' sayings as predictions of his Passion. Viewing · 
the SOil of Man of Danielic origin as Jesus presented him, 
we can view this suffering as tbe enunciation of the prin-
ciple of suffering, of which the suffering of Jesus 1s 
th.e example. In the Old Testament the rig·hteous suffered 
(Ps. 11,5; 34, 19. 21; 37, 32; 94, 21; Isaiah 57,1; Hab. 1,4). 
Tb.ere is a strugg1e·w1tnin the spirit of the prophecy over 
. 
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the problem of the suffering of the righteous.32 The 
striking correspondence between the predicted fate of 
the Son of Man and the actual fate of Jesus leads us 
to another correspondence between the Son of Man predictions 
and the demands of discipleship upon the disciple. 
Discipleship is closely aligned with suffering. Therefore 
Jesus and his followers would have a common destiny. Peter 
was so imbued with this idea that he offered to accompany 
Jesus to death (Mt. 26, 30-35). Jesus does not reJect this 
offer according to the writers; it seems that Jesus knew 
that the resolution of tne disciples would break down when 
it was tested, but .there is not even a hint that Jesus 
rejected their desi~e to suffer. Notice that the first 
announcement of the suffering of the Son of Y.:an is followed 
by the ~1gn1t1cant words, "If any would follow me, let 
him deny himself, take up his cross, and follow after me" 
(Mt. 8, 34; cf. Mt. 10, 38). At the third prediction of 
~uffering Jesus spoke with the brothers James and Jobn. 
"Are you able to drink my cup or tQ be baptized with my 
baptism?" Jesus asks in Mt. 20, 17-19. Jesus expects his 
followers to share in him in a real sense. The union 
with him 1s a very profound and exetnsive one,'as we shall 
see. 
F.rom Pauline theology it is evident that Jesus 1s bound 
up with his followers in a very rsal sense.33 The sutfer-
in~s of the Son of V.a.n are the beginnings of tbe Son of Ran; 




did not immediately accomplish. Although the·warfare 
of life continues, the decisive battle has been fought 
and won. Wherever this p1ctur851a vi~wed, the Crucified 
is evident, the Crucified who took the form of a servant 
and became obedient unto death.34 
lDrd 
Once again the Matthean material is circled, this time 
with an eye to determining the use of the term "Lord~" ·Did 
Jesus use this term in respect to himself? :·;Baw .-:did otb.ers 
use th.is term in respect to him? Tbe term Lord has been 
filled with meaning by the presuppositions of the ages. 
Since Matthew uses this term, a reader of Matthew 1s obligated 
to understand this term as Matthew uses it. Here, then, 
an attempt is made to grasp the Matthean meaning of this 
term. 
. / 
· The use of the term Lord ( Kllf,1-0£ )35 as applied to 
Jesus in Matthew's Gospel occurs frequently, especially 
with gr~ater use after P~ter's confession. There are about 
twice as many uses after the confession as before in Matt·hew .36 
In Matthew all uses of the term Lord up to and including 
chapter 6 refer to the Father or to God.37 The uses .·at 
the end of the Sermon on the Mount (7, 21. 22) a.re used 
as appellations to Jesus, similar to the uses which were 
found in Hellenish, re-f'er1ng to a person in a respectful 
sense.3e 
Examining further the uses of 11Lord11 in the Gospel, 
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persona address Jesus by the term in the sense of 11s1r11 
as in Mt. 8, 2.6.8.21 and 9, 28. In other cases Jesus uses 
l 
the term in respect to a (J:~t·n1r'1:$ as in 9, 38 and 10, 
24. 25. Jesus also uses it in this sense 1n the reference 
to the Son ot Man as lord over the Sabbath (12, 8).39 
The term is·applied to Jesus by people who are in need 
and who look to him as one who can help in that certain 
need. Peter's cry in 14, 30 while s1nk1ns into the sea, 
althoush possibly a strictly temporal reference, may fit 
int~ this category. This is in keeping with the Old Testament 
idea that l't4fet~ was to deliver from death or from the 
result of sin.40 During the Transfiguration events, the 
three said, "Lord 1 t is go-:>d for us to be here 11 (Mt. 17, 4), 
and it is understandable that tnese words were meant in 
a special sense ·due to the circumstances of the t3.p·pearance 
of such notable Jewish eschatological figures as Moses -and 
Elijah as well as the voice from heaven. 
M ., 
~ The title .,.·t,p1#0 -, ·as .-it was ~~plied to Jesus, did 
not necessarily imply Lordship as it is usually taken in 
Christianity.41 That Jesus was considered to be a special 
individual with great abilities is not disputable in view 
of the events just outlined.42 It remained for later 
Christianity to adjust the title t,;.f"~ to a more full and 
overflowing meaning.43 
Savior 
Christianity holds a high. esteem for the term "Savior." 
• 
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This study,then, considers the_usage of this expression 
as Matthew applies it to Jesus. 
The term "Savior" (f,;,1':'lt,7?· ) is not used in the 
Mathhean Gospe1.44 Due to word roots, however, the very , 
name of Jesus means _"",,,.,. .. Fd this implication could 
hardly be missed by the people. Matthew 1, 21 brings 
this out; 11You will call his name Jesus for b.e will save 
his people from their sins. 11 In a similar vein Mt. 18, 11 
tells us that tb.e Son of IIIBn came to se.ve the lost. Connect-
ing the meaning of Jesus' name with tbe Old Testament usage 
of the same term, it meant chiefly a deliverance from death 
and from the result of sin.45 In the same sense, the disciples 
used the term in the boat during the storm (Mt. 8, 25) 
and Peter while sinking into the sea (14, 30); the term 
is also used in the sense of deliverance from death46 and 
in an eschatologicel sense 1n the passage of dubious validity, 
Mt. 18, 11.47 
In Palestine, then, to call Jesus the Savior would 
be redundant, since his name aiready implied that to the 
Jew.48 
Son of God 
Did Matthew use the term ~Son :of. God? 11 If' he used 
this t~rm, was this term connected to Jesus, and if so, 
in what sense? 
.c , fi, b -U The usage of the term "Son of God II Ce °Ulil..'~ .. f} . V.·11.- ) 
in the New Testament must be viewed from the Old Testament · 
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with.the Jewish literature also considered.49 Did Jesus 
consider himself to be the 11Son of God?11 It is necessary 
to view. this•. title chiefly in 1 ts historical significance, 
that 1s, in the light of the literature which preaeeded the 
New Testament usage. Bultmann points out that pagan and 
polytheistic Hellenism influenced the early. church to 
utilize this title.SO 
I 
In Hellenism anyone could have been 
a ''son of Clod; 11 all miracle workers were sons of God; 
thus the title may have be~n quite common. However, the 
most 1~portant passages in the New Testament which show 
Jesus as the Son of God do n.ot r::veal him as a miracle 
worker with some divine powers, but as one radically and 
uniquely distinsuished from all other me·n.in that he is . 
sent to fulfill the task to all other men. Therefore the 
stress seems to be not on miraculous power, but on· the 
absolute obedience in fulfilling th~ divine comreisaion. 
The voice from heaven at Jesus' bapt1sm51 speaks of Jesus 
in terms of the Suffering Servant ·. Tb.e temptation immedi-
ately following set Jesus into a radically different class 
from the Hellenistic "sons ·or God .. '' Mattbew begins the 
first two temptations with the expression, 11 If you are the 
s~n of God ••• " (Mt. 4, 3. 6). Note that in tempting- Jesus 
as.tan is attempting to keep Jesus from suffering. Satan 
and his appeal t -o the Hellenistic miraculous powers are 
rejected; the rejecti~n of Satan's offer by Jesus is· in 
accord with his obedience to the Father. This acti~n on 
the part of Jesus is completely unHellen1st1c. A quick cbeck 
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of a concordance will show that tha only time that Jesus 
performs a wonder after which the appellation "Son of God" 
is used is in the case when he walked on the water and the 
disciples responded with this expression (Mt. 14, 33).52 
With. tbe exception of this story, Matthew and the other 
Synoptists consider Jesus to be the Son of God not as a 
miracle worker, but as the obedient one of the Father, 
fulfilling his t _ask. Both. in Peter's confession and in the 
confession of tb.e centurion this 1s borne.::out (Mt. 16, 16; 
27, 54). The Transfiguration story (Mt. 17, 5) emphasizes 
the commission of Jesus and his oneness with the Father. 
The reserve with which Jesus uses the term is notable. 
In connection with Peter's confession Jesus says (Mt. 16,17) 
"Flesh and. blooa: h.as not revealed to you (that I am the 
Son of God)~''' which. seems beat taken as a.-very reserved 
statement of the Sonship. Jesus• familiar theme in Mt. 
11, 27 (No one knows the Ion except the Father and no one 
knows the Father except the Son and anyone to whom the Son 
chooses to reveal him) is again very restralne~, ·assertive 
.only behind th·= camoflauge of many words.53 
The thesis of Hellensitic origin does not hold true 
in respect to th9 Synoptics.54 If the thesis is set forth 
that the Palestinian church gave this title to Jesus as 
a result of its writings, the Synoptists show that Jesus 
used the title v•ry seldom, tnJ&avoiding connection between 
his person and this title as in the temptation. From the 
Old Testament and from tha other Jewish literature of the 
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time it 1s evident that at no point is the "Son of' God" 
connected intrinsically with the messia~~:=-?_5--~-~ 
-•~son of God II expresses a different connotation from 
\ / 
i 
Son of Man or messiah. 11Son of God 11 expresses unity of 
will with the Fath.er, being in harmony with him. !brough-:· 
tbe~ restrained r.e·ferences two ·aspects become -evident. First, 
the emphasis of obedience to the divine plan stands out 
and secondly, Jesus seems to be related to God as no other 
man is.56 
Remembering that the Old Testament people and their 
king bore this title,57 it becomes evident that the sonship 
of Jesus and the Old Testament view are connected when we 
remember that the consciousness of Jesus expresses itself 
as obedience. .. !here ·.seems to be a representation in the 
obedience at Jesus, a collective representation of the whole 
people of Israel. In using this Old Testament name, ·wnibh 
was previously applied to the whole peopl~ of Israel, Jesus 
·opens this perspective which relates to other Cbr1stolog1cal 
titles. The introductory verse of the ebed Jabwe songs 
(Isa •. 42, 1tf.) contain the wor-ds spoken at Jesus' baptism 
I 
without using tb.e word ben, but us.Ulg 'bechiri r'tr~11'1'11'•a ), 
implying the idea of sonship.58 The · LXX translates 
!.bed with pa1s, not doulos. Therefore. the voice from heaven 
emphasizes both ideas, the "Son," and the role of the ebed 
Jahwe. Thus the Synoptics think of Jesus not only in 
terms of his exaltation, but a~so in terms or his obedience. 
It is no accident that the words from heaven at the . 
.. 
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Transfisuration partly repeats the words of the voice from 
heaven at the baptism.59 
However, another question arises. Is there any impli-
cation of pre◄xia~ence in Jesus' sayings? The extension 
of the secrecy of sonship to an open proclamation as John 
. 
did was foreign to tbe Synoptics. However, Matthew 11, 25-30 
may have been spoken from the consciousness of the pre-
existent. 
Jesus primary disignation for h1m3elf is not Son of 
God, but Son of Man. In the Son of God concept we see two 
emphases, one of himiliation, the other of exaltation. 
It 1s in this light ·tha.t the first Christians could call 
him whCJ rose on Easter 11Son.•60 
King 
Since the term 11K1ng 11 was applied to Jesus on a number 
of occasions and ·Since this term did have messianic im-
plications at this time, it is right for us to examine 
Matthew's usage .-:, f this term to determing the meaning for 
Matthew. 
An exa.m1nat1on .. ot the use of tha t~rm 11King 11 in a 
concordance reveals that Matthew used the term very little. 
Pilate asked Jesus if he wgre the Xing of the Jews and an 
affirmative response is recorded. This seems to be the only 
time that Jesus applied this tsrm to himself (Mt. 27, 11). 
On two other occasions the term ~.npg~~ was applied to Jesus, 




verses 37~and 42. Here the· term is applied to Jesus in 
a jesting fashion. Therefore the material at hand offers 
very little. 
We might conclude that the kineship of Jesus was 
not an important ~aspect of his or th·~ writer ~s interest 
and purpose. Alth~ugh Jesus often speaks of the Father and 
of the Kingdom of the Father, still if this material 1s 
~omiect~e·a. with Jesus' own claim to the Kingship, the point 
ia being_stret~hed, for Matthew does ~ot give us the warrant 
to take that step. 
However, it would do us well to take the term "son of 
David11 in this connection because of' the implication for 
the Jew. 61 Here too, Jesus ~id not designate himself the 
11Son of David~" but he was o:f the lineage 
. 
It 1s legitimate for us to ask two •uestions regarding 
tbe De.v1d1c background of Jesus. First, did Jesus' :family 
really connect with the royal family of David. Secondly, 
did Jesus consider Davidic descent an essential part of' 
the t~sk he had to fulfill? 
Regarding the first question, the genealogies of 
Mattbew and Luke .dif~erentiate at certain points • .Ann1us 
of Viterbo ( c. 1490) has offerild the view tha.t the ge!'lealogy 
of Mary in in Luke while the genealogy of Joseph is found 
in Matthew. Whether or not this is the case, both geneal-
ogies show us that before the end of the first century A. D •. 
the tradition of Jesus' Davidic connection was well estab-
lished. Therefore the development was not ·.later than this. 
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Romans 1,3 may not be overlooked as a witness from earlier an 
date to the Dav1d1c descent of Jesus. From this it 1s possible 
to conclude that the Davidic descent of Jesus bad been 
well established by Paul's time. 
However, did Jesus designate himaelf as the Son of 
David? Matthew 22, 41ff. tells how Jesus himself brought 
up tba matter and answered with the words of Psalm 110,1, 
11S1t at my right hand until I make your enemies your foot-, 
stool. 6 ' Here the word /(UfJUia used in the nominative and 
in the dative; the first uae refers to God; the second use 
refers to the messiah; David is the speaker. Here Jesus 
does not c~nnect himsalf with the tribe of David, for the 
messiah must be greater than David. By this act Jesus dis-
.connects himself with any claims to political power, which 
was in keeping with many of his other··actions, as. the refusal 
to take power during the bread king episode and the refusal 
to acknowledge the assistance of Peter's sword. 
There 1s no warrant here. for saying that Jesus denied 
that he was ·.a Son of :CS.vid. He applied h1.s connection 
here to a different ·aspect than the people wanted him to. 
When this term 1s used in raference to Jesus, it is 
often an appeal for mercy62 or it 1s used 1n praise as in 
the ent~y into Jersualem. Jesus applies it to himself 
once in the same passase which 1s the only passage referring 
to Jesus as the high priest, Mt. 26, 64. Connected with 
the priest kin~. Melchisedek, 113itting on the right hand" 
significantly is applied to the Son of Man 1n Jesus' words 
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as he quoted Pslam 110, 1. These words are spoken before 
the Jewish high priest as Jesus is questioned about his 
claim to the messlahship; the reply .of Jesus lays heavenly 
claims, it seems.63 
In conclusion, although Jesus did not directly deny 
oth~r people's appiication of the title 11Son of David" to 
_himeslf, he did deny any political .connection with this 
title~. His kingdom was not of this world. 
Messiah 
The question before us here is How did Matthew portray 
Jesus a.a the Messiah, if Matthew applied this term to Jesust 
Also to be·considered here ls how Jesus applied or rejected 
the Jewish ideas connected with the Messiah. 
Matthew 26, 63 is tbe first passage under ~onsideration; . . 
here the high priest questions whether·Jesus is the Christ, 
tb.e Son ~f God. 
Jesus replied, 
recorded .as" 
In anE;1_wer "to the qusstion of the hie.;h priest·, 
. ' 
I -P. 
11 _ v .. 11- .. ,fl'IMS~ .··, 11 which the other Synoptists .... 
~J,/.f l,,/11 •" A positive answer would have 
thrown Jesus into trouble w1 tb the auth.t)ri ties and a nee;at1 ve 
answer would have discounted him before the people.64 However, 
if Jesus did view himeslf as the Buffering Servant, and if 
the Passion reter~nces ot chapter 26 are original, then 
Jesus would not have bad to avbid the inevitable climax 
of his life as Servant. The high priest did condemn b1m, 
implying that he did understand what Jesus said. 
In view of Jesus answer, two considerations should 
., . . 
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should be made. Firs,t, there seems to be an Aramaic 
corresponding term, .½-;J7J,, which means, "You say so, 
not I. 11 If this is dorrect, then Jesus was avoiding the 
traps set by the high priest by giving an1t1Jtdllrl~ answe~ • 
. 
If, on the other hand, the a.newer were unclear, the high 
pirest might have asked another question which WJUld have 
been-more p~inted. Another problem arises when we exa~ine 
the context of the statement. The following · word is~\~~, 
• 11but, 11 which seems to imply that the answer given here 1s 
1n CJntrast to the answer 1mrried1:-tely preceeding, namely 
the one wh1~h Jesus gave to the high priest. If this 1s 
correct, .then ~he whole answer of Jesus was, 11 This 1s what 
you san, but I tell you ••• ••· The Lukan · parallel hera (22, 67ft.) 
supports this:; ·interpretatit>nYof. Matttiey, ::·· tor . 1 t:·.1mplies· 
that Jesus' is·. aware :_· th.at he is entering a trap and that 
vaguery 1s tne best response; Luke shows that Jesus fails 
to answer directly •. Instead Jesus seems to trun the thought 
or the priest from messiah to Son of Man. The messiah idea 
was political, as was the king idea, perhaps too political 
for Jesus to use, whereas the Son of l~n idea lacked these 
political overtones. In avoiding this usaee, Jesus does not 
necessarily deny the mess1ahsh1p; he merely deemphasizes 
it when it is wrongly applied. 
The second important passage is Matthew 27, 11ft. 
in which Pilate is ~uest1on1ng Jesus about being the king 
of the Jews and iesus answers as recorded 1n· all of the . . 
II 




af:Cirmative answer, the expected negat·1ve ·reaction from 
Pilate is missing. Pilate merely sends Jesus. to the chief 
priests and to the elders.65. Would this have been Pilate's 
course of action if he had understood Jesus• reply as we . . 
do! ... 
. 
Peter's confession . (Mt. 16, 15tf.) provides tb.e third . 
example tor consideration. Peter confesses Jesus to be the 
• 
Christ; Christianity has interpreted. -t~e· :rollowing statements 
as an ac.c~tpt.ane.e of this. Note tb.at Jesus inst·ructed the 
disciples to tell no man. Instead of expounding on the work 
of t~e Christ, Jesus tells the disciples about the ebed Jahwe 
! 
and how he -must suffer many things and be killed and on the 
third day rise again. Jesus turns Peter I s confession.·.1nto 
an opportunity to speak of the ·suffering Servant. -
Jesus neither affirms nor deriies Peter's confessio~. 
Instead, ·l'etei-·•.s·:,~ttempt:_ to p~oh~bit th.a events of the ·.11te 
of the Servant from taking place incurs considerable ·wrath 
tram Jesus (Mt. 16, 23). , 
Jesus held back from applying the title "Messiah." to 
himself,·: poss! bly because of the poli t 1cal implications . .. 
connected with it by Jewish leaders. There is great re-
straint here, even to the point that Jesus urges the disc-
plea to tall no one.66. ! 
EVALUATION AllD EXPECTATION 
.The task or this chapter remains to evaluate the 
expectation .of the total messianic picture as Matthew ·· 
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. p~esents it. In this evaluation of Matthew's terminology, 
first the people's own attitude toward Jesus will be examined 
as it is revealed in what they called him and what they 
ascribed or expected from him. Then the words or Jesus will 
be examined to determine what Jesus said about himself. 
. . . "' 
Views of Others Concerning tbe Task or Jesus 
How did the people who surrounded Jesus during his 
ministry consider him? Viewing the material covered above, 
one readily notes that the terms used by Matthew in de-
scribing tne Messiah and his task are often the same ones 
used by the Old Testament for ideas which bad an importance 
both at the time of the writing and, in some instances, for 
a later generation. In respect to the idea of a prophet, 
a distinction.·must ~be made between 11a 11 prophet and 11the 11 
prophet. Jesus was considered to be "the" prophet-by some 
people, nameiy by the peopl~ in Mt. 14, lff. and by the 
I 
people again during the entry.into Jerusalem. Yet Jesus 
himself ccalled th9. ,baptist .. "the" prophet. 
I . 
Regarding tbe Son of Man idea, Peter indicated that 
he b.ad gra~ped the intent of Jesus·' life. He offer.3d to 
accompany Jesus to death (26, 30-35). · .. Thists· th!:) only passage 
in Matthew in which another person applied tbe suffering 
idea to Jesus. The understanding•or· the later church 1e 
another matter, but at tbis time the suffering was not grasped 
by Jesus followers. 
, The title "Kurios" as applied to Jesus did not seem 
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to mean a supreme being as a rule. Matthew's uses of this 
word 1n connection with Jesus does not imply the type· of 
Lordship which Paul implies in his use of the-term 
l(,/'f/1$ 1Xpllr.t111, all expression which does not occur in 
Matthew's Gospel. The only possible usage of this term in 
Matthew which might have had an extra human implication 1s 
the usage in the Transfigurati~n account, when, due to the 
unusual events of the day, the disciples may have looked 
to Jesus with more than lordly respect. 
The term "Son of God 11 is not used in Matthew in the 
Hellenistic sense of a miracle worker, but more in the 
sense of one whose will- in exaltation and in humiliation 
was in accord with the will of the Father. That the 
Synoptists thought of Jesus as ·•son·· of -God•~ in this sense 
is clear from a number of places, for the words at the 
. 
Transfiguration and at the Bapti-sm· suggest the words 
of the ebed Jahwe songs. 
/ 
The term 11K1ng,=11 which ,we combined' with 11 Son ot David, 11 
1s used of Jesus only a few times, and then with a tone 
of praise or of a request for mercy. Jesus is looked 
to as one.who, in .keeping with the traditions of the great 
past, will lead his people to a great future. Tbe expression 
11King11 was attached to the cross at the crucifixion. Theee. 
is no frequeit usage of this term by·the pe~ple in refer-
ence to Jesua in Matthew. 
The term . "Mess1ah11 was applied to Jesus on three occasions. 
On two~ occasions the term was used.'·.in .a ·quest-ion addressed 
. . 
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to Jesus. Peter's confession occasioned the third usage 
of this term. On the basis of Matthew's account, Jesus 
did not refute Peter, but he changed the direction of the 
conversation, possibly indicating the necessary change of 
emphasis which he trieq._. -to communicate to his disciples. 
Jesus~' View of his own Task 
Regarding Jesus' own use of the terms whic~were 
examined, several things are to be noted. That Jesus did 
consider ·himself to be "a" prophet is without question con-
sidering the statement ·a~t•r his rejection at Nazareth. 
When using the term 11the 11 ·~ propb.et, Jesus applied th.is term 
·' 
to John the Baptist, who is designated as the "Elijah who 
is to come." 
As for Jesus' use of the term 11Xing" _or "Son of Da.vid, 11 
both of whicb had political implications in Jesus' day 
in the Jewish milieu, Jesus, while not denyine the validity 
of these terms as they were applied to him, did adjust 
their meaning to what he considered a more appropriate 
function of the of~ice. It is evident from the manner in 
which be handled the incident witb Peter's sword that Jesus 
made very little of this title for himself,. although he did 
claim it. 
Jesus uses tbe term 11Son of Goa" with gre~t reserve. 
The expression denotes one who 1s humble and obedient; in 
this sense Jesus is the 11Son of God; 11 ~owever, his favored 
expression, wb.1ch is along the sarr.e lines, is 11Son of Man. 11 
-
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A similar situation exists in regard to the term 
"Messiah~" Jesus uses this term with great restraint, 
never applying tb.e term as such, and using:.~t!J.e terrp only 
when absolutely necessary, then usually in a vague tas~ion. 
One term which Jesus used freely, in fact with great 
force, was the term 11Son of Man • 11 Again a d1st1?1ct1on must 
be made between the general use ot the term and the partic-
ular use of this term. Jesus ascribes many different 
eschatological conditions to himself 1n his use of the term. 
That Jesus understood the task of the Son of ¥An 1s clear 
from his attitude toward his own life. He saw in himself 
that which others were not, but whlc~ they were to become. 
. . 
Jesus used two expressions in reference to himself 
. . 
which others did not use. He considered hi~self to be the 
high priest after the or~er or Melch1sedek. That·no one 
. . 
else saw b.im in this call1ng~m!llght be ascr.1bed~to the .- d.epth 
I 
with which the established p~ie~bood· was workins in the 
,, . . 
Jewish religion. As indicated, there 1s uncert~i~ty regarding 
• • 
this matter.67 The early church picke~ up the cue-as the 
. . . 
~istle to ·the Hebrews makes clear. 
Jesus ·saw h1ms9lf as the Suffering Servant. By the 
expressions wh~ch he applied to himself, by b1s life, by 
His death, the Suffering Servant was shown again and asain. 
In is in Jesus' portrayal of the Suffering Servant that 
the Son of God, the Son of Man, and the prophet were bound 
. 
together. Yet it wa~ this keystone of Jesus' calling which 




The material above has demonstrated that the attitude 
of Jesus' followers differed considerably from what leaps 
· thought tbat he should be and from how he presented himself. 
The image which Jesus wished to impress upon the people was 
more involved and more complicated than thatf~r which the 
people were looking. The path of suffering which the 
disciples were called to follow became a path of hiding 
and fear in tbe period after the Crucifixion. The picture 
of .the·. Son· ot~·-Man. ·was·. missed by those who were too close 
to the developments of Jesus' life to note their significance. 
The people, includinf the disciples, were still thinking 
in temporal terms, expecting the kingdom of God to be 
established in a form which resembled the other kingdoms 
which they knew. 
Instead of accepting the one sent by God, the people 
who dealt with Jesus made every possible attempt to mold 
him into what they wanted and what they felt he should 
have been. This forces a dynamic state into an undynamic 
one, for the potter beco,1es the clay and the clay becomes 
the potter, a si'tuation to be deplored. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON OF THE MES3IANIC CONCEPT IN THE TESTAM.:!:NTS OF 
THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS WITH THE MESSIANIC CONCEPT IN 
THE GOSPEL:OF MATTHEW 
This section of thepaper will compare the messianic 
concept in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs with ----- - -- ---- -----
the messiah concept of Matthew's Gospel. In undertaking 
this, the material will be viewed fromthe aspect of the 
identifying char~cteristics and than from the aspect of 
terminology, considering prophet, priest, king, messiah. 
Comparison of Identifying Characteristics 
At this point it is necessary to delve into the relation-
ship ot the signs which identify the messiah as they are 
presented in the Test. XII Pat. and in Matthew •. Notice 
~hat the signs of each particular document have been dealt 
with in the chapter devoted to that document.1 A comparison . 
or these sections will now be made. 
Both the Test. XII Pat. and Matthew consider the 
messiah to be a kins, with heAvenly power (Mt. 28, 18; 
Test. Jud. 24, fft.) • .As indicated, Matthew's king is from 
Abraham • t,hrough David; this w~uld ·he.ve great meaning for 
the Jews. Matthew, in making a s~d:tal. point of Jesus' 
lineage, proceeds to strengthen the point by emphasizing 
1n 28, 18 that Jesus has all power in heaven and in earth. 
The messianic expectation of a king in the Test. XII Pat. 
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indicated an interest in a kins ot David's line (Test. 
J\a.4!. 24, 4. 5). Th.e Testaments ard clear about this 
point. No other line 1s considered even as a remote 
possibility. 
Both documents make a point of emphasizing the power 
of tne king through various means. For Matthew the power 
of the king is revealed in his power over the demons who 
inhabit people,·· 1n -a star, in the power to heal the 111, 
to correct the cr1pled limbs, to successfully strive against 
Satan in the wilderness; the messiah even can overcome death. 
itself, as emphasize~ by the resurrection and the opening 
.of the graves. 
The Testaments also present tne messiah as one of great 
strength. Overtly t~e Testaments speak of the messiah as 
a king; sometimes military pictures are connected with. t"b.!a·: 
picture (Test. Zeb. 9,8). Further, the messiah is one who 
wars ag~inst Beliar, «efeating him tor the sake or all of 
the righteou~, who follow the messiah (Test._ Zeb. 9,8). The 
Testaments speak.of·the messianic star as rising (Test. Jud. 
24, 1 ) • · ·. •, ' 
Both documents·speak of the messiah as one who is marked 
by water. Tne baptism of Jesus 1s a dramatic act for Jesus 
f!Oes down to the water,. ··an· act with .. :posaible messianic 
meaning for him who was to overcome Satan, the spirit descends 
1n the form of a dove, and the voice from heaven sound those 
meaningful words. 
Test. I.sv. 18, 6.7 speaks of a voice of the Father being 
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pronounced over the messiah and 1t ts at this time that 
the spirit of sanct1trcation and of understanding will rest 
on llim. The Father 1s voice and t .he water are connected to 
the coming of the spiritual power, as Matthew connects 
them. In this connection Test. Ash. 7, 3 tells that the 
head of the dragon will be broken in the water, not much 
different from what happened in the baptism of Jesus; PsalJD _·. 
74, 13 seems to relate to this. Water is the means by which 
evil 1s overcome. 
Reg~rding the control which Jesus has over everything: 
as the cosmic king, the control which Jesus had over his 
own suffering is evidenced by his complete knowledge ot 
what would happen. This again emphasized the lordship 
of Jesus (Mt. 26). Matthew drives this point home again 
and again in his Gospel. The Testaments too consider the 
messiah to be a sufferer, notably the Test. Lev. 10, 3.2 
Tbe anointing of the messiah is another emphasis found 
in both documents. Test. ·Reub.6, 11 expects .an anointed 
messiah in the form of a high priest; Matthew 26, 7ft. tells 
of the woman who anointed Jesus with alabaster. 
A number of other points arese. The messiah is 
to be found in Jerusalem (Test. Zeb. 9,8); his task is to 
be univers~l- (Test. Sim. 7, 2). The number of parallels 
is striking, showing a oneness in the thought of the writers. 
Some of the passages referred to above are of dubious origin 
in the Testaments, but they have been included due to their 
importance in relation to Matthew. 
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Comparison of the Termino.logy 
Only two passages in tbe Tes1. XII Pat. designate the 
messiah as a prophet, Test. Ben 9, 2tf. and Test. Lev. 8, 15. 
Tb.ese two passages present 11ls.,:3prophet as being only begotten, 
mistreated, killed, and as ascending from Hades into heaven; 
·they also present him as the prophet of tbe most high 
whose earthly origin is of Abraham •. As indicated, the former 
picture ia not unlike the Suffering Servant terminology of 
Isaiah. 
The idea of the prophet in Matthew is another matter. 
According to Matthew 23, 37 suffering is a characteristic 
and eveIJ. -a function of tb.e propb.ets. This 1s in keeping 
with the Test. Ben., which we classified as a Christian 
interpo_lation.3 Jesus does establish himself a.s a prophet 
in Mt. :~·13, 57 a·tter his failure at Nazareth.; the people 
. . 
also viewed Jesus as a prophet, which kept Jesus from being 
arrested by _the chief priests (21, 46). 
· Test.·· :Ban. speaks of a special prophet, 11th.a" pr::>phet, •• 
it seems, who ascends and descends, who 1s killed and yet 
lives. The -,only· be.gotten·Jon,~1.1~":. though anartb.rous,· is 
singular, and therefore 1t~1s definite. Benjamin looks 
for "the" prophet, and Jesus points the searchings of the 
people in the directi"on not of himself', but in the direction 
. . 
of JQhn the Baptist (1·1, 14). For Jesus, . 11the 11 prophet 
had come, and th~ world had given him his.due (17, 12). 





of Benjamin. The general 11a 11 1s used in reference to this 
prophet. 
However, Jesus does consider John to be "the 11 prophet. 
This is not the answer to the problem of who best fits the 
pescription of Benjamin, for John did not rise trom· .. the 
• 
dead, and the prOijb.et of' Benjamin would have had to rise 
in older to ascend from Ha.des i~to heaven. Jesus did arise, 
he did ascend into heaven. Although Jesus did not consider 
himself to be "the 11 prophet, it must be remembered that the 
people did consider him to be "the" prophet (Mt. 14, lff.; 
21_, lOf.). 
If this 1s the case, than Matthew's presentation of 
Jesus does relate to the prophetic expectation of Test. Ben. 
9, 2, which, although very descriptive, was wrong in its 
estimation • . 
Another c011si.<ieration is to consider tbe source of 
the_ prophet. !!est. -~Levi 8, .15 fpeaks of ·h.im · as being from 
Abraham and from the Most High. Matthew makes a big point 
of this, .establishing it in chapter 1 not only by giving 
Jesus' lineage to David as Luke did, but by taking it all 
the way back to Abraham. Altbougb Matthew does not make 
a special point to connect Jesus as prophet of the Most 
High, he detinttely does connect Jesus with the one sent 
. 
from God. His reference to "as the prophet sa1d 11 tb.roU@hout 
the early chapters of the Gospel is a definite attempt 
to connect Jesus with. God.4 
Therefore, there is a definite agreement between the 
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words of Matthew and the words of the ,:est. I.svi and the 
Test. Ben. with regard to the source and the function 
of 11prophet. 11 However, Test. Ben. 9, 2ff. does correspond 
well with the contents of Matthew in that Jesus certainly 
is shown as suffering, killed, and as ascending into heaven. 
Since the.Test. Ben. 9, 2ff. was considered an interpolat1onf2 
there is a very strong possibility that the section of 
Benjamin referred to above has been influenced by Matthew's 
Gospel. 
The office of priest or high priest in the Test. XII 
Pat. is to restore former values.5 Although not much is 
said about the duties of the pirest, evidently his advent 
was to be great and 'Ii.here was much anticipation about his 
coming. Here God was to establish a closer connection with 
his people which would not be corrupt and undesirable, 
as previous pri-eats had ~been in tne past. 
If Jesus did consider himself to be a priest, and 
Matthew seems_ to barely consider the possibility, then there 
was very little stress on this office, _according to 
Matthew. Although Jesus did cleanse the temp~e and assert 
himself before the nigh priest, the evidence is very slight. 
If Jesus did oonsider himself to be a priest, even a new 
b.1gh priest, this doeslla-i,•i~necessarily show a connection with 
the Test. XII Pat. material on this subject. The material 
in the Testaments is vague in that it does not provide 
definite information about the duties of tne priest. 
On this basis any attempt to draw any but the vasuist 
• 
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connection here should.be· seriously questioned. It 
appears that in this respect there has been no contact 
between the two documents under consideration. 
Although the king idea is often mentioned in the 
Test. XII Pat., as we have seen, the king is presented as 
being subservient to the office of the priest.(Test. Reub. 
6, 7; Test. Sim. 7, 1). There 1s one notable exception, 
which is not~;Jn the main stream of the thought of this document, 
Test. Levi 8, 14, which tells us that the king will establish 
a new priesthood. 
Th~ office of king seems to be an important concern 
of Matthew. The . use of the term in the Gospel 1s of such 
~ nature that it occurs far less frequently than a number 
of the other terms applied to Jesus. It seams that Jesus 
made no overt claims to kingship. However, a number of the 
ways by which Matthew pictures Jesus definitely-:.do give 
him a.kingly position. 
loJ Forinstance, Matthew makes a special 
point ·to connet the lineage of Jesus to David, the king. 
The very first verse in tiis account tellsi,of Jesus the Son 
of David. Here thera is kingship. 
Jesus is shown to be all powerful in heaven (28, 18. 20). 
This seems to correspond to hia position as Son of David; 
it reveals Jesus kingship as complet·e in every respect, 
for it encompasses heaven and earth. Through~ut his Gospel 
Matthew sets Jesus forth as one who al~ay.J controlled the 
--
situation. He overcomes 3atan, when confronted by temptation • ... 
He drove out devils, he raised the dead, healed the 111, 
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corrected the crippled, and f~nally he overcame death. The 
kins now -_ is·. filling his real place as king o:f' he9.ven and 
earth, all powerful. His power and control is so conclusive 
tbat be can be with his disciples always. 
In the Testaments messianic expectation was expressed 
in three offices, prophet, priest, and king. Sometimes 
the work of the messiah was set forte. .. in.-ciuch a .~ way. as 
to not . f'it one .· of tlaese categories. The messiah was to be 
I 
two people, usually shown as filing the office of priest 
and of king. The purpose of the messiah seems to be two-
fold,_ to bring_ l&lYation, which is usually to the Gentiles 
and to Israel (Test. Ben.11, 2ft.; Test. Sim. 7, 1; Test. 
Na~. 8, 2). on at least one occasion (Test. Dan. 5, 10) 
the mesoiah is pictured ns one who will free the people 
from Beliar, the enemy of th,9people. 
In Matthew the messiah does bring salvation in.healinS, 
in overcoming death, in defeating the Temptor, in suffering 
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c·oNCLUS ION 
In concluding this study, an attempt has been made 
to delve into the documents under consideration with an 
eye to determining th.e relationship between them. The 
documentation throughout this paper has been placed to 
aid the reader in his underst~nding and to provide a firm 
basis for evaluating the gathered material. 
The relationship between the Testaments of the Twelve -------- - --- -----------
Patriarchs and the Gospel accordine to Matthew seems to 
be relative. Certainly it 1s not nearly as close as the 
relationship between the Christian Synoptic Gospels. In 
some ways it 1s not as close as the relationship between 
Matthew and certain of the Pslams or of Isaiah, where a 
direct quotation is made. Not one si~gle verse hss been 
found which can ·serve as a direct connection between these 
documents. The compendium of passages shows a correspondence 
of a number of passages, but tbi·s should not be taken to 
prove ._.  any definite 11 terary link betwetn~ .-·th.a se documenls. 
Tbe material used by Matthew which corresponds to the 
Testaments is often from the Old Testament or from the 
teachings of the rabbis, which does not necesaarily connect 
the two documents directly, altbough it does not preclude 
the posJ1bil1ty of a connection for that matter. 
There is more to consider, however; for much of the 
- .i 
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thoU@ht of the Testaments regarding the messiah 1s reflected 
in Matthew's concept of the person and the work of Jesus. 
The king, the nature of. that king, the power of the king, 
the work of tbe king, the place of the king connect these 
. 
two documents, revealing that they were from the same milieu 
and even from the same era of thought in that milieu. 
The terminology of the mesaianic material of these 
documents does correspond at several points, n~tably the 
terms of prophet, priest, king, and messiah, although this 
latter title is not used.by Matthew. 
The es~1mation of the messianic person and task of 
the Test. XII Pat. was often refJected more in the estimation 
of the people's attitude toward the mes3iah as Matthew 
describes him than in Jesus' own presentation of his character 
and task. 
In the same connection the apparently late additions 
to the Test. XII Pat. must not be overlooked, for many of 
these directly relate to '6..att.hew 's account of Jesus' life. 
Here there seems to be a leaning of the Test. XII Pat • . . upon 
Matthew's work. This does not necessarily preclude the 
possibility of a general influence from the four Gospels. 
The relationship of these two documents 1s not to be 
overlooked by any means. -There 1s a great possibility 
tbat Matthew knew of the material contained in the Testaments 
and that he was conscious of this as he wrote.· There is also 
the possibili-ty that this· material influenced his writing 
of the life of Jesus. In the attempts of Christianity 
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to understand more fU:lly the real- Jesus ot the Gospels -, 
this · material must be considered and weighed as ·_1t stands, 
t~e _expectation of -the .Jevis~ people for tne one· whom 
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CHAPT~ II 
1The dating probles of the Test. XII Pat. is not easily 
handled. For all of tne the writing on it, it seems that 
not too much material has been documented. Apparently 
this was originally a Jewish work interpolated by a Christian 
author. There 1s evidence that th~ original of this work 
w~.s in .Aramaic; this decision is tr.ade on the basis of the 
frequent occurrence-of Hebrew idions in the Greek language 
(Test. Reub. 1,6; Test. Sim. 2, 12; Test. Levi 8,8). Secondly 
the occasion of the dittogrRphic rnederings are more eas11J 
understood if they were in Aramaic (Test. Nap. 3,5; 8,4. 6). 
Thirdly the paronomasiae which are lost in Greek can be 
reconstructed in the Aramaic text (Cf. Cha~les, The Greek 
Versions of th~ Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (London: 
Oxford University Press, 19~ (First F.dition; 1908)). Hereafter 
referred to as Charles, The Greek Versions. Fourthly, 
many passages 1t1hich are obscure in Greek are clearer wb.eri 
translated into Aramaic (Test. Reub. 4,6; Test. Sim. 3,6 
Test. Levi 2,8; Test~ Jos. 11,7). 
When dating the book we must establish tbe fact that 
wear dealing with the first strata only. Oesterley, writing 
ro~· Charles in The Testaments 2!. ~~ Twelve Patriarchs (London: 
spax·, 1925), xvi. says that the date of the book is not hard 
to define within fifty years, from 153-109 B. C. Charles 
comes to similar cnclusions, dating the work 137 to 107 B. C. 
The problem is co~~llcated by the fact that among the Qumran 
material frasments of Test. Levi and Test. Nap. have been 
found. This material was found together with coins and 
weapons dating 132-135 A. D. Included were letters written 
by bar Cochba (O. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament. An. Introduction-
(Oxford: Basil Balckwell, 196sr-p:039. Translated11 trom the 
original by P. c. Ackroyd: Das Alten Testaments (Tubingen: 
J. c. B. Mohr, n.d.). also E. Kautsch sees this as the work 
of a Christian (D1e
11
Apocryphen und Pseudepigraphen des 
Alten Testaments~blngen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1900), 459. Boug.set 
agrees with .Eissf'eldt (W. Boysset, 11D1e Testament der zwolf 
Pat ..riarchen," Ze1tschr1.tt f'ttr die~ Neut;stamentlichen Yissen-
schatt, I (1900) -141 and 187 ~ while ScB\lrer and C. ·9. Torrey 
see this as a first century B. c • . document. (E. Schure~, History 
2!, the Jewisb Peep~ (Edinburgh: T.& T. Clark, 1924) III,348; 
c. c. Torrey, Apocrypb.al Literature,(New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1945), p. 131.It seems th-:1 t o:f'ten th.ese people speak 
~ catbedra, not clarifying the strata level to wbicn they 
ar·•:: talking and often not giving sound documentation for their 
conclusions. 
Our exa~ination of this document has shown one stratum 
of the or1e.1nal document and three strata of interpolations. 
If the document is viewed in this light, the problems are 
more co~plicated. Remembering tnat two tragmental testamaDts 
we.re .. . ·.found at Qumran (Levis IQI,ev; Napthalil ~Q,Nap), there 
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is evidence th.at these existed as separate documents. It 
1s possible that there is no common date, nor even that tnat 
there was one commen edition of any given testament, since 
the Qumran material differs from the material we already 
had. . 
Van der Woude (Die messianischen Vorstellungen der 
Gemeinde vop Qumran (Assen, 1957) expresses the opinion 
that the document has undergone many r;~vis1ons, of which 
were not only 1nterpplations, but also abbreviations. 
Therefore, we are not able to determine if.the original 
were rewritten before tbe Christian passages were added or 
if the persons responsible for the Christian additions were 
also responsible for editing tha original material. 
DeJonge and Eissfeldt date this work around 200 A.D. 
as does J. T. M111k, (Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness 
of Judea (Naperville: Alec R. Allenson, 1959}p. 34t.). 
J. Danielou implies a date of 70 .A. D. ·~_(:?he Theology er_ 
Jewish Christianity ( Chica~o: Henry Regnery Company, 1964) 
15. Tranalated from original Frency by John A. Baker 
Th.eolo51-e. 2:!!~ judeo-Chr1stian1ty )Paris: Desclee, 1958). 
The strong Jewish character of the document suggests 
an early date since after the destruction of Jerusalem 
a document of this nature wouldhave been unlikely, even by 
a Christian hand. (In this connection, the Christian 
Church underwent an ant1Jew1sh.trend toward the end of the 
first c911tury, which wouldmake unlikely anything of this 
nature.) The author speaks of the departing of the angel 
of the presence wbich seems to depend on Josephus' account 
of the fallof Jerusalem (Wars of the Jews, VI, 5: 3; cf 
Test.· Ben.9, 4). This leads usto believe that the account 
is not much later than Josephus. The doctrine of the seven 
heavens is mentioned (Test. Reub. 2,3; 2,3; Test. Levi 2,7). 
which is of Syriac origin. Therg is also an anointing with 
oil which predeeds baptism (Test. Levi 17,2; 18,7). This 
practice was exercised in the Qumran community. Another 
characteristic aimilar to Qumran is the practice of re-· . 
fash1onins texts such as Nwn. 24, 17, and using it with 
other texts. Such test1mon1a are found in ~umran and in 
the Testaments, as well as in the Hew ·Testament and in the 
church fathers. It seems best to date the Test. XII Pat. 
during the first Christian century, before the fall of Jerusalem, 
with cert81n interpolations after that date. 
2o. E1safeldt, The Old Testament. An Introduction 
(Oxford: B~sil Balckwell, 19§5). Translited from the original 
German by Peter R. Ackroyd (Tilbingen: J. c. B. Mohr, n. d.). 
p. 633. Eissfeldt cites no reason. 
3R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha_and Pseudephgrapha of 
the Old Testament (Vol. I, Apocrypha. London: oxford University 
Press, 1913). (Vol. II, Pseudeptgrapha. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1964 (First Edition; 1913). Pseudepigrapha, 
p. 303. 
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4certa1n problems present themselves. The parenthetical 
sections of the prose and of the poetry are Christian in 
nature. The idea of God savl.ngmen is not expressed this 
bl~dly in the Old Testament. The idea of God taking a body 
and e4ting with men is not found in Jewish·literature, although 
theophanies do occur. In 7, 2 the idea of God and man and 
the universalism are too unreal, not capable of I century· 
Judaism. Therefore we consider t~-~is an interpolation; 
Eissfeldt, !he Old.Testament, p. 633 a~rees 1n part. 
_ 5Documentation on the theopbany 1s Test. Levi 11,2; 
B,ll, wh.tch p'icture God as cooming to earth; Test. Jud. 22,2 
speaks of God asappearing as the Goa of righteousness; 
Test. Nap.8,3 speaks of God as appearing ov earth. The 
i~terpolations of Test. Ash.speak more in terms of a theophany 
than the original text does. 
'• 
6A note isnecessary in this connection. It is not correct 
for us to expect a full blown messianic concept in the Old 
Testament. We see that the people trusted in Jahwe, knowing 
that he would take care of all things; this is the way the 
prophets expected the people to be. Part of this ~taking 
care of all thines" was the coming of the one sent.by God 
who would do greet .thinfs for the people, in.some cases 
for all people. Jacob foresaw the situation of the latter 
days and spoke of the rise of one from Judah who would 
receive .the obedience of all nations (Gen. 49,8). The feeling 
was that the Lord would, in the co~rse of his euidinE of 
men, deliver them as their needs demanded, through his 
messenger. Han·nah 1s prayer in I Samuel 1s of this nature. 
She says that God alone is holy; all things are subject 
to him (vs. 4), for even the barren has borne '(vs. 5); 
He contrJls life, death, riches. The lord will;especially 
take care of his faithful ones (vs. 9). There is a strong 
confidence bere in the power of God. To the Israelite 
an extremely outstanding event was the covenant which Jeremiah 
speaks of in 7,23, 11Heed my voice and I will be your God 
and you will be my people. Walk in all tbat I command you 
and it will be well with you." Obedience to the obligation 
which God makes on the life of l1is people is set forth, then 
the promise is fulfilled. This is Verpflictung und Verheissung 
plain and simple. This understanding 1"s basic to the under-
standing of the message·- of th.!3 Old Testament. Through 
historical acts the people sa~ Jabwe worki~~ for them; 
they were 11v1n~ in the s.phere of his p-,y which came 
upon them.throu~h the covenant. The Song of Miriam (Ex. 
15, 21) and of D~borah (Judges 5) reveals this attitude. 
Jahwe 1 s control takes in every department of life (Deut._ 1 •. 
9,5; Jer. 31, l; Exodus 34, 6-7). 
The most pointed statement about the messianic expectation 
at this time, · th.en was that th-3 people lmew thet Jahwe 
would provide for them. 




of Tahwe and nis people was that there would be a great age 
of ~peace. 11 Isaiah reflects this in 2,4, as does Micah 4,3. 
Swords shall become plowshares and spears will .be made 
into pruning books. All nations are included in this. Isaiah 
9,9 furthers this picture, for all the people will know 
Jahwe. There will be no gloom or anguish (Isa. 9,1) tor 
the frince of Jeace will come (vs. 6) whose government 
will h~.ve no end (vs. 7). In carrying out this 11peace 11 picture 
Jeremiah speaks of a rightenus shoot of David, in whose 
hand all will be well; peace and contentment are emphasized 
23, 5. 6). 
Ezekiel · :34, 20-31 uses the flock idea to emphasize 
a sir'ilar picture. There will be no more enemies, but one 
shepherd will rise. Peace will reign. Ezekiel 37, 24-28 
speaks of one shepherd, of David; this covenant of peace 
will be everlasting, and they will be his people and He 
their God. Ze-chariah 9,9-10 uses an interestine picture 
to portray the peace of that day by speaking of the bumbleness 
of the messianic era. The king will ride on an ass. The 
s1~ of poor people, the donkey, is used to portray the 
h~mility of the coming king (vs. 9). 
The happiness and contentment are pictured to be ot 
a purely material nature in Isa. 55, 1-3 where everybody, 
ricb or poor, is to come. Isa. 25, 6 continues the same 
picture. Revelation 7, :_,_fe,. 17 completes this picture 
of the great happiness in the 3cr1ptures. 
Thia is thepicture of Test. a1m. 6, 5ft. 
7Tne Qumran connunity stressed the priestly messiah 
over the lay messiah in the Mp.nual ,2! Discipline (IQ,S) 
9, 10 and in the Zadokite Fra~me!!l(IQD) 14, 19ff. 
8Eissfeldt, ·p. 6:,3. 
9J. Dlnielou, p. 15. 
10The Pharisees taught that only by circumcision and 
strict obedience to the Torah could man be acceptable before 
God as we see from Jesus' dealings with them. Only Jews 
or proselytes were subject to these laws~ and, therefore, 
in the eyes of the Pharisees, only one who followed the Torah 
could be saved. Verse llb is not in keeping with these teachinss, 
for it expresses a belief in universalism. If we allow 
the theopnany to stand as genuine, we must exclude this 
part of the verse as a later, probably Christian, addition. 
Verse 12 is in keeping with the expectation of the messianic 
age as we saw above, Supra, footnote 6. and Infra, footnote 11. 
11 It is fitting to e,::amine the main characteristics 
of the mesalan1c era as it is presented in the literature 
or tne Old Testament. The first point under consideration 
1s the idea of th9 "day of Jahwe. 11 The first time that 
phrase occurs in in Amos 5, 18, !~Woe to you wb.o desire the 
-
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day of the Lord, for 1 t will be da.rltness and not llgbt. 11 
.Amos corrects the misconceptions of the people (vs. 16. 17) 
by warning that it will be a day of wailing, mourning, 
lamentat1~n, and (Vs. 18-20) dark and no brightness, (8,3) 
howlines and de.!l.ci. bodies. AJDos does not let up, but continues 
that tha day of Jahwe will be a dqy when the sun sets early, 
feasts will become mourning, songs will be lamenntation, 
there will be a famine of the word of Jabwe • .A.~os is 
revealing th~e misconception of the people. The 11golden 
age" does not appear very golden. 
~--Hosea 10, 13; Isaian 5, 25-34; Micah 7, 12-13; Habakkuk 
1, 6t. pick up this expression and use it in the same way 
Amos dQes. The wbole conception ot the day or Jahwe from 
the prophetic p;int or view wastri.at there would be a - ·. ---~· 
vindication of all of Jahwe's character of majesty, justice, 
and riE_hteousness; this day, while not an end in itself, 
was a means by which the nation was to be increases ana 
pur1fied,-made fit to be true people of Jahwe. It was a 
~recess by which the messianic era would become fact. 
Amod point is that now the people of Israel had become enemies 
of Jahwe and they coula not expect to be.h.andled any differentiy 
than the foreign enemies. 
After the destruction and the deportmgnt of 587 B. c., 
tne day. of Jahwe was applied to that destruction as Lamentations 
1, 21 and Ezekiel 34, 12 show.The tone became negative, but 
with hope of salvation (IsaJer. 46, 10; 47, 4; Ezekiel 30,3; 
Obadiah 15; Malachi 3, 2; 4, 1. 5; Joas 1 and 2, et alia). 
Later Jewish literature no longer uses this expression 
but the ieda is still there (II Baruch 48, 47; 49, 2; 55, 6). 
The NeK Testament views this day as a day of fear and joy 
(I Thesa. 5,2; I Cor. 1,8; · 5,5; Phil. 1,6). 
12Tnere 1s a good possibility that tbe third, the king, -~ 
~s a reference to John Hyrcanus, who is identified by 
Josephus as the one who alone had three of the rr.ost desireble 
things in the world, the eovernment of his nation, the high 
priesthood, and the gift of prophect (Josephus, Wars 2! the 
Jews, I, 2: 8). 
13Eisafeldt, P• 633 
14charles, Pseudepigrapha, p. 310ft. 
15Th1s 1s obviously not the work of a Jew, especial~y 
of a Pharisee. Tne usage of the term Christ 1s late in 
Christian literature, entering more and more as .we deal 
with literature farther from the actual event of the life 
of Jesus. SeQondly, the reference to the veil of the temple 
being rent is an indication that no Jew coula h~ve written 
this, since the very idea of the re~ding of the veil was 
an impossible· thought. The reference to the "Savior .:.of · 
the world~ (vs. 2) 1s another reference to tbe universal 
outreach of the Gospels after the Pualine j~urneys than 
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to a Jewish universalism. 
16This 1s obviously a Christian interpolation for the 
reason given._ Notice the recurrent universalism and the 
expreEis1on 11laying their b.andsupon" in this verse. 
As evidenced by another section of .this paper {Infra, p.45) 
those around Jesus did not expect a suffering messiah, but 
rather a leadinr. messiah. 
17Isaiah 55, 17; 56, 22; Jubilees 1, 29; 4, 26; 32, 
26, 28; I Enoc·h 69, 29; .i.'Psalm of Solomon 17, 29; I .. Enoch 
92, 5; 8, 14; 100, 5. 
181n this Donne6tion cf. Ezra 8, 52; In Enoch 26, 5.6; 
4 Ezra 7, 123. 
194 Ezra 8, 52; 7, 36; Sibylline Oracles 3, 769ff.; 
2 EnochlO. 
20Isaiah 24, 22. 23; I Enoch 62, 5-12; 69, 27. 
21An examination of t·--·.1s section (Test. Levi 18) shows 
th~t the material is not foreign to the Old Testament nor 
to the other literature or the Intertestamental era. Still 
the reference to the heavens being opened and the Father's 
voice sounding (vs. 6), the star of vs.}, the evangelising 
of the Gentiles (vs. 9) point to material which is Christian 
1n· nature and lead to the conclusion that this ·-·material 
was not originally par-t of tb.e Testaments. -Charles accepts 
this as original, a.ltb.ough Eissfeldt does not. Eissfeldt, 
p. 633, and Charles, Pseudep1grapha p. }03 
For the sake of completion, one notable point should 
be included here. In the Qwnran documents (IQ.Levi) a 
separated Test • .. :Lev:1 bas been found, which does not differ 
basically from the Test. Levi as Charles presents it (The 
Greek Versions). Tb.a Qumran fragment does differ on some 
definite, but largely minor points. A few of the variant 
readings are Levi 2, 3; 8, 11; 9, 4. The plates of the 
fragment can be examined in D Barthelemy and J. T. M111k, 
Discaveries in the Judean Desert, Vol. I, Qu.mran Cave I 
(Oxford: Oiarendon Press, 1955), plate xvii. Some of the 
passages in tL1s material do not check w1tb. anyth1nE known 
to us either in Aramaic or in Greek. 
22Althougb. it may not be fitting for us to dwell on 
the fact that Test. Jud 17, 2-18 is not in keeping with 
the contex~ of 17, land the 1mmedi~tely following 18, 2 
and that the poetic form of 17, 2-18 1s not in keeping with 
t ·he _ prose form of either the immediately prec.eeding or 
following material, we must admit that the continuity of 
torm ana content is maintained when 19, 2 is read immediately 
after 17, 1. 
-
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23supra, footnotes 6 and 11 
24charles, Pseudeplgrapha, p. 322. 
25The hish position of the high priest 1s evident in 
S1rach 45, 6-24 as it is in Jubilees 31, 9ff. In all cases 
the domination of the prieshtood 1s at the expense of the 
. kingship. 
26Exam1n1ng 24, 1-6 it becomes clear that there is 
a definite relation to Test. Lev. 18, 1~a. verse 1a 
here relates to 3a there, 2 here with 6 there, 1b here with~ 
4a there, 1c with 9a, 3a with Ba. The correspondence is 
too close for these passages to be independent of each other. 
27Tb.e "branch" of vs. 4 suggests the same thought of 
Isaiah 11, l; Jer. 23, 5; 33, 15. The 11i'ountain11 of the same 
verse suggests Proverbs 13, 14ff. and John 4, 14. The 
"stem" o:f' verse 5 BUegests Isaiah. 11, l; the "rod of right-
eousness" of vs. 6 suggests Ps. 45, 6. 
28J. Dan1elou, p. 219n. We feel that these additions 
could have been made by a w~iter who wished to emphasize 
certain facts which the original writer did not include. 
If tnis is correct, the 1nterpolater was a Christian._:. 
, 29I Enoch 50, 2-5; Test. Jud. 22,2; Test. Levi 17, 2;: 
10, 2; Test. Nap. 8, 3. 
3~sa. 11b, 11 "d, 11 and 11g 11 are late Hebrew recensions 
of the text acc~rding to Charles' explanation of the various 
MSS. w~11ch he has used for b.is study. Cf. Charles, Pseudepigrapba, 
p. 283 rr. 
31•,(," 11a, 11 "e," "f," 11.A, 11 and "s1." . 
32There is no means available to show that the oldest 
version of 9, 8 is an interpolation. It 1s connected to 
the Old Testament. The expansion of the material in MSS. 
11b, 11 11d, 11 and 11g 11 reveals material which. can be considered 
definitely Christian (God 1n the fashion of a man). The 
earlier material of M3S." , 11 11a, 11 11e, 11 "f', 11 11 .A., 11 and "s1" 
stands without difficulty. 
33In the text (5, 10) Ju¥h ...e.receeds Levi, as only 
in Test. Gad 8, 1. The term IJUlPis singular. This would 
indicate an interpolation or 11Judab. 11 Yet in John 1, 35 
there are two subjects and a singula.r verg. 
340n this basis Charles says that only Levi belongs 
here. This fits in with Charles' dating system, which allows 
the Levite to be John Hyrcanus I, the high priest from 




Ptolemiac general Cendebues. While still warring with Ptolemy, 
sovernor of Jericho, he wes beseiged in Jerusalem, disarming 
only to secure peace. He razed Samaria (109 B. C.). Although 
there was prosperity in the nation during his reign, it 
does not_ se~m that these activities warrant the important 
title of "salvation of the Lord 11 which Test. Dan 5, 10 
gives to this man.- Other texts in the Test. XII Pat. 
which speak of righteousnes~ or a star rising are Test. Levi. 
23, 3; Test. Jud. 24, l; Test. Zeb. 9, 8, among others. 
35only Test. Gad 8, 1, which is corrupt, places Judah 
before _Isv1. Only Test. Jud 24, 5-6 and Test. Nap.a, 2, 
wbich 1s corrupt, derive the lJsssiah from Judah. The order 
her,a is dubious. 
361n Josepn~s drean of Genesis 37, 9 the sun, moon, 
and stars bow down to Joseph. 
3_7Cbarles, Pseudepigrapha, p. 338 and The Greek Text 
under· Test. Nap •. 8, 2. Verse 2b reads Iouda and auton where 
Charles has translated 11them 11 and ''them. 11 However, this 
dQes not coincide with 2a, where the cnildren are to be 
united under Levi and Judah. Verse 3 continues that th.rough 
· "their tribee-" ( ) will God appear. 
37~Fragments of Naphtali in :Hebrew~(sic. Eissfeldt, 
p. 634) has been found in Qumran (4QNap). The fragments 
contain l, 6-12. M~re information of this is available 
in M. Burrows, More-1i,ht sm. the Dead Sea Scrol~s (New York: 
The Viking Press, 195 , p. 179f, 282~, 336f,,- -408f.; 
A. Dupont-Sommer, Les ecrits esseniens decouverts pres de 
la Mer Marte (Paris: Led Editions Payot, n. d.), pl 313-
318. Dupont-Sommer agrees with Eis.::feldt that · the lfS. 
1s in Hebrew. The material 1s too fragmented to be of 
much valu~, it seems. 
38cbarles, Ps~udepigrapha, p. 345 
39J. Danielou, p. 225 
4·11In Jteeping with the message of the vision, the term 
11virE!1n 11 (vs. 8) should be dropped since it clashes with 
the animal symbolism. The expresaion 11Judah1_1 is not only 
too def'1ni te tor a vision, but it 1s no_t well attested. 
The express1om~11linen garment" and "without spot 11 in the same 
verse are not well attested. Cf. Charles, Tbe Greek Text; 
Verse 11 recalls John l, 29 in its V!ry words as well as 
in its content. Tow MdS. add 11by grace" to the words of 
John 1, 29 used here. Visions do not mix people and animals 
as a rule, nor are they exact and vague at the same time. 
41The two areas which we consider Christian inter-
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polations on the basis of their lack of MSS•: .. ev1dence as 
well as their message, which is more in keeping with 
Christian thought than Jewish thought are the two references 
to the Most High coming as man, eating and drinking, which 
is a reference to the human nature of Jesus and the reference 
to God speaking in theperson of man. The matter of the 
dragon being broken by the water, although taken from 
Psalm 74, 12-13 is a rerer~nce to baptism which possibly 
is not original material in 11sht of the rework1ns which 
this verse has und~reone. We may not overlook the possibility 
that the interpolater c~uld have been an Essene. , 
42supra, footnote 36 
43The early interpolation of the "Lamb of God 11 material 
in this verse is evident in MSS. 11c, 11 11Beta., 11 and 1151, 11 which 
are dated before ,A;" which speaks of a bla~eless one being 
defiled for lawless men and a sinless dyin@ for the ungodly. 
The mention of blood and the universalism are missing. 
The 11blood of the covenant" sug~ests Hebrews 13, 20. The 
La.mo. of.: God in reference to Jesus is used only once in alohn. 
44rnrra., p. 45 
45Infra,-p. 37 
46Generally shorter readings are preferred before lonser; 
more difficult over simpler, lesa exact over the more informative. 
This is on the··p1'inciple that an editor would tend to simplify. 
47supra, footnote 
48R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and the P.seudepierapha 
~ the Old Testament ( Vol. r, Apocrypha, London: Oxford 
University Press, 1913. Vol. lI Pseudepigrapha, London: 
Oxford University Press, 1964 (First Edition: 1913)). 
49Test ·. Dan. 5, 10 
50Test. Ben. 11, 2f.;; Test. S1m.~7, l; Test. Nap. 8,2. 
51:s:ueebius refers to a threefold office in Historia 
Ecclesia, I, 3. 
52For more on this cf. Is. 52, 13- 53, 12; Ephe-sians 
4, 9. 10; Mark, 16,. 19. 
53Th1s is to mean such :eeferences as 11Lamb of God11 
in Test. Ben. 3, 8; and the ~lamb·. w1th~ut ... spbt 11 of Test. 
Jos. 19, a. 
54cr. hera Test. Beub. 6, a. 10; Test. llm.• 7, 2; Test. 
Levi 8, ll-16;Test. Iss. 5, 7. A new priest is shown as 
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coming in Test. Reub. 6, 8; Test. Sim. 7, 2; Test.Levi 18, 
lff.; 24, 1-4. The new messianic king ls shown as coming 
at the end of days in Test. Reub. 6, 12; Test. Sim. 7, 2; 
Test. Jud. 22, 2-3; 24, 5-6; Test. Nap. 8, 2. 
55aee here Test. Reub. 6, 7.11; Test. Jud. 21, 1. 2; 
25, 1. 2; Test. Nap. 5, 3-4. In Levi we find some fairly 
violent denucniat1ons of the priesthood in chapter 10, 
14-15, as well as a decline of'the ~~iestho6d in ohs. 16-17. 
The new priesthood spoken of in chapter 18, If. is described 
in colors of the messiah. This priesthood is similar to 
that describ3d in.the .Dead Sea Scrolls, especially regarding 
the Sons of ::~Zildbk. ··!tie· MacrcabeeA we:re bf•3the tribe of 
I.av1, but tbeir acc,ptance was short lived since they fell 
out of accord with tbe Pharisees. The books of Maccabees 
contain few referances to anything vaguely messianic. :i · ·· · 
I Maccabees has one reference (2, 54) which speaks of the --.. 
promise made to Phineas tor an everlasting priesthood, 
which is t .ollowed by a reference to David (vs. 57), whose -t· 
throne will exist forever. The duality stands out here· : 
again. II Maccabees makes one . mention of messianic expec-: 
tation in 2, 18; the hope 1s that God will speedily have 
mercy on tbe people and gather them together from under 
heaven to the holy place. He is the deliverer. There is 
hope here. in the power .of God which will take care of all 
things. 
56The Qumran material has some similar feathres in this 
respect. The MSS. speak .of two offices, a priestly and 
a kingly, but the prob:L9m is w·hether or not this refers 
to one person or not. Ever since the Damascus Document 
has been discovered, this. problem has been before scholar-. 
(XIV, 18. 19) • . The original text has the singular, but 
the construction is such that it is entirely possible that 
the author could have meant two anointed ones, one priestly 
and the other royal. Theproblem is complicated by the fact 
that the Cairo Damascus Do.cument (CD) is indefinite in that 
19. , 10, 11~11':; 1ndef1ni-t,e· ·regarding the number of messiahs 
.due to a textu&l problem. · Chapter 14, 19 uses the plural 
in reference to Aaron and Israel. Chapter 12, 23 could be 
· either singular or plural. IQS 9, 10. 11 (Manual 2f ~sciplinp) 
forces a decision on the matter; This text cl~arly speaks 
of two messiabs, one of the priestly class, the other 
kingly. Yet IQS 6 speaks of a messianic banquet and the 
sinsular is used. IQSa (Order Q!. the Congretation) 2, 11-
12. 14 strongly implies two individuals, a priest followed 
by a king wh.o seats h131self on his throne. The plural .. , 
is used. (_, ·;, 
• ..... .. f 
The idea of two messiahs is not as st~·ange as 1 t may .t ... ~. ·• 
. . . 
seem at first. itds. 3tructure is given in the juxtaposition ):,,.~.) 
of thepriests and the princes in Ezekiel 44, 46; Zechariah ·~::~ .• :.. -. . 
4, 14 shows us the Aaroni tic Joshua as the high priest and ·· i,_1_./ · 
the Da.vidic Zerubabbel as tb.e worldly ruler. According to ·t J 
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coins mi nted during the second insurrection (132-135 l . D.), 
El eazer the high pri est is standi ng side by side with a 
politic~l mesdianic ideal 3imon bar Cochba (cf . A. Reifenberg, 
Ancient Jewish Coins (Jerusal em, 1947), Table XIII , No . 
169) and J. T. Mi lik , RB. 60 (1953). p . 292. 
Further, m I QS 9, 11 a third person, a prophet, is 
mentioned, who is a distincly separate figure 1n the MSS. 
This 1s i n keeping with Deuteronomy 18, 15, where ?~oses 
speaks thet Goa wil l raise up e. new prophet. Thia forms 
a trilogy , prophet , priest , kins , in that order in 9, 11. 
The Teacher of ..R~st:it.Q..Q..UE11Ut~s i s another fir ure who 
can be menti oned here . We know that he was a pr iest {IQHab. 
2, 8 . 9) who op9osed a wiclced priest e.nd was persecuted 
and axil •~ . He is believed to be the f ounder of the 
Qumran communi t y , ~lthough there is no scholarly agreement 
on this point . 
57The r e cord of Test. Ben. 3, 8 which gives Joseph 
the position of being'"Trlth:;-iii'essie.nic line is too far 
from keepi n.;r w1 t.b the trend of this work. The passage 
Aeems to · be "a Christian interpol ation i n part , althoueh 
its ful l hi story is hi dden. 
58Infra , footnote 45. 56. 
59The following list pf texts is e-ven for the reader 
who may wi sh to examine more fully the contents of the Ol d 
Tastament and the Intertest smantal literature as recar ds 
the messianic i dea. W. Watson, "The ilum?n, and the Superhuman 
Mes siahs, 11 The e::xpositor. Series 3, II (1885), 65. - c\~~ r-'~v 
I. Human Messi ah e ~-
A. From Davi d-- II 3am. 7, 12f .; Ps. 99, 3f .; Isa . 
9, 7; Sir . 45, 25; 47, 11; Is~ . 16, 5; Pa . Sol 17, 5. 
Isa . 11, l; Jer , 23, 5; 33 , 15; 1-H.cah 5, 2. 
B. From Judah--Test . XII Pat.--Reub. 6, 7; I s a. 5, 7; 
Jud. 1,6; 2;-;--s; I,eviB, 14; Si m. 7, 2; Jubilees 
31, 19; Sim. 7, 2; Nap. 8, 2; Jud. 24, 1. 
c. From Levi--Sirach 45, 6-24 ; 44, 16-23; 45, 1-5; 
eternal priesthood 45, 1. 13. 15. 24; 1, 24; Jub . 
31, 131'. Judas Maccabeus and John Hyrcanus ,11 tb. 
messianic honors-Tast. Reub. 6, 8-11; Levi 8, 141'. 18; 
Jos . 19, 8; Jud . 24, tf.; Jos . 19, 61'.; Sim. 5, 5; 
D. From L9V1 and Judah-Test . L~vi. 2, 11; Nap. 8, 3; 
Dan. 5, 4 ; Si m. 7 , l; Nap. 8 , 2; Sim . 7, 2; 
E. From Aaron ana Israel-Zlldokite Fragment 2, 10; 




His nature will be as follows: 
A. Ethical Perfection 
l. righteous brance Jar. 23, Sf. 
2. rod of righteousness Jud. 24, 6 
3. sun or righteousness Mal. 4, 2 
4. walking with sons· of men in rigb.teousness Jud. 24, 1 
5. righteous king Ps. Sol. 17, 35 
6. holy prince Sib. Or. 3, 49 
7. judge poeple and nations in wisdom of his 
righteousne~s Ps. Sol. 17, 31 
8. man working ri@bteousness Nap. 4, 5 
9. blessed man Sib. Or. 5, 414 blameless Ben. 3, 8 
- . 
B. No Preexistence 
new priest-~evi. 18, 2; Sim. 7, 2; Ps. Sol. 17, 23. 47. 
c. Relationship to God--messenger and servant--Reub. 
6, 11; Sib. or. 5, 414t.; Pe. Sol. 18, 6. 8; 
Psalm 2, 2; Sib! or. 3, 652ft. 
II .• _ ... ·. The Supe:eb.uman Messiah 
A. His coming--
1. source unknown ♦. .. Esd. 1~, 51-53; II Bar. 30, l; 
I En. 48, 7; II Bar. 19, 3; 4 Esd. 7, 28; 13, 22; 
I En. 69, 29. 
2. on clouds Dan. 7, 13; 4 Esd. 13, 3 
3. escorted by transcendent men I En. 39, ·--3r.; 
70, 1-4; I In. 89, 52; 93, 8. 
4. accompanied by boly ones I En. 9, 3; 12, 2; 
Dan. 4, 13. · 
5. with glory -Ps. Sol. 11, 7; Levi 3, 16 
6. fire and judgmen~ Sit. or. 5, 418ff.; 4~Esd 
13, 28. 
B. Nature of Superhuman Messiah 
1. ·ethical perfection 
2. preexistence I En. 62, 7; 48, 6; 39, 6t.; 
49, 2; 4 Esd. 12, 2 
3. relation to God I En. 49, 4; 46, 3; 48, 6; 
39, 6; 40, 5. 
60Mb, 11 "d, II Ilg 11 
61charles, Pseudepigrapha, p. 312 
62charles, PseudepiErapb.a, p. 356:r. 
63charles, Pseudepi!rapha, p. 305ft. 
-
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64supra. p. 13 
65Al t.hough this section from vers,3 2-5 1s from tb.e 
oldest MSS., the message of this section is longer than the 
less .... elaborate reading o:f' MS. "A~ 11 Th.e "only begotten Son, 11 
the randing of the veil, the asaending from Hades and 
into heaven are not common to this literature. Test. Lev. 
4,4; 8, 14; ?,11; Test. Sim. 6,5; Test. Nap. 8, 3; Test •. Ash. 
7, 3; Test. nan 6, 7; Test. Jud.25, 5; Test. Ben. 9, 2; 
10, 5 teach universalism. The veil of the temple could 
be a reference from Mt. 27, 51; the mistreatment SU@gests 
Luke 18, 32; ··.tber is more here which suggests the New 
Testament. · 
MS. "A" is taken from 11Bet~,:n and · 1 t is 11.Beta11 which 
is earlier, .although longer ·anii more elaborate. On this 
basis tbes section is prbbably~.a··1ater addition in part. 
For more information on the MSS. backgrounds, cf. Charles, 
The Greek Text, p. 1 •• 
' 
CHAPTER III 
1ct. in this connection K. Barth The Teachins._of the 
Church Regarding __ Baptism _(London, 1948); o. Culimami, 
, Baptism!!! tbe New Testament (London, 1950). 
2 . " Alfred Rahlta, ed., Septuag1nta -\ (wurtte·mburgische 
Bibelanstalt, Stuttsart, 1959 (First Editions 1922)). 
3paalm 2, 7 and Isaiah 42, l. 
4Luke 4, 1ff. sets tbe temptations from a geographical 
sequence, from the desert to Jersualem, where all good tpings 
occur 1n Luke. 
5Consult here Herman L. Str~ck and Paul Billerbeck, 
Xomment!:£ zum Neuen Testament, {IV .. Sanden, (Mllnchen1 c. H. 
Becb*acbe Verlagsbucbbandlung, 1922-1928), I 491 and IV,
6 ~Auf'eratabund .. der Toteu; 1' J. Danielou, p. 187tf.; E. Schurer, 
I, 294.: 
6In this connection the Ascension account seems to be 
the type of material which one might expect Matthew to 
supply for ~he reader; apparently the writer felt that 
he had made bis point. 
7Confer here G. B. Caird, Principalities and Powers 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956)/. 
Bv. Taylor, Tbe Names of Jesus (London: Macmillan 
and Company, Ltd., 1953). 
9In Israelit1c religion a nabi was one wno had eitber 
an ecstatic prophetic experience or one who bald a office. 
The prophet had a summosn (Isa. 7, 3; Jer. 1,4; Jonah 1,1), 
bindin~ the prophet to the proclamation of the word of Uahwe. 
The activitf. of the prophet •as not merely~~looking into 
the future, 1 but his duty was to proclaim tb.e true meaning 
of eyents in life. As prophecy declined in usage,Joel 2,28ff. 
shows that the prophetic giftwas seen more and more as an 
eschatological phenomenon which woul·d come about at the 
end of days. · 
For this reason the appearance of John the Baptist 
was seen as an eschatological event. The terminology of 
the coming of God's word to John (Luke 3, 2) suggests the 
call of Jeremiah "(1,1) • In the same respect the Qumran 
community looked for the return of the ·.Teacber ··of Right-
eousness (IQHab.h and \he other sects in Judaism looked 
for miracle workers and political heroes. Confer ~osepbua, 
Bell. Jud II, 66-79i 26lt.; Ant. XX, 97f.; Psalm 74, 9 
_ and I Maccabees 14, 41f. These points speak of the age 
' 
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without a prophet and the expectation. John 1, 21 expects 
not Just any prophet, but ~•the'' prophet.· New Testament 
Apocalyptic looked for a ~ingle prophet to come wh~ would 
have a single root, namely thRt of all of the prophats, who 
really were one person expressing the same trutb in the 
form of different men. Thus the idea arose that the same 
prophet arose, but that ea.ch time he arose he took a different . 
form. Jerome cites the Gospel of the Hebrews in his Commentary 
of the Hebrews (on Isa. llo 2) that the Holy Spirit said · 
·to Jesus as Jesus came from the w~ter of bis bpatism, "In 
all prophets I have a,-,ai ted you, tb.a..t you might come and 
that I might rest on you." Deuteronoml 18, 15 had contined 
th.e hope for this one great prophet. The Lord your God 
will raise up for 7ou· a prophet like me f~om among you." 
In citing this passage Philo emphasizes the esctiatological 
character of the prophet(~ Spe~. Leg. I, 65). Acts 
3, 22 and 7, 37 apply this to Jesus. The pseudo-Clementine 
Preaching of Peter also cites this (Recog. I, 43) where 
Peter says that the Jews often spoke with the disciples 
to determine whether or not Jesus was the predicted prophet. 
3ince Moses had made the Deuteronomic prophecy, Moses became 
tn,e object of the ~rophecy as Gressman points out (Der Mess1as, 
Gittingen, 1929J p. 18lff.). On the otber band Elijah was 
expected (Mal. 4, 5), identified with the messenger who is 
sent to pre part t ·he way for Jahwe. Jesus ban Sirach and 
the rabcinical texts set for the same attitude (Eccl. 48, 10 
and Strack-Billerbeck, IV, 2, 779-798), which shows that 
althoUEh the rabbis did hold this idea, they were not in 
complete aereement on either the sJurce of Elijah (Gad, 
Benjamin, Leah) nor on the nature of his work (although they 
did agree that he would be a restorer (Widerherst~_l!!t.n)). 
Enoch 90, 31 presents En~ch as returning with Elija.n, 
Midras·h· Deut·. rabca·.:,, ·.10,. 1. · N0 t. to.·be .. _overlooked: is tb.e:: 
appearance of both Moses and ~Elijah at the.Transfiguration, 
or ·the two witnesses of Revelation 11, 3f. Matthew 16, 14 
mentions the po-ssib111ty of Jeremaih as a returning prophet, 
alth~ugh this seems strange in the ligbt of th~ preceed1ng 
evidence. J. Macdonald (The Theology of the Samaritans, 
London: SCM Press, 1964~ p.--:,62·.) shows that t.he Samaritans 
looked.for· the coming Ta'eb, who would perform miracles, 
rester law -and bring knowled~e to other nations. Like 
Moses, he dies at the age of one hundred twenty yaars. 
For th-~ 3amar1 tan woman, Jesus is a proi.;,het. Tb.a Qumran 
commun1 ty expected a prophetic figure-. IQ,S 9, 10:t'. looks 
for a prophet together with thelay and the priestly mesaiahs. 
IQ,Hab. shows that the Teacher of Righteousness, who will 
return in the future, knows all of the secrets of bis aervants 
tbe prophets (11, 9) and he 1s about to pr~claim these 
words (2, 8) Which point to the end(2, 10). 





~- 1 StrR.ck-Billerbeck I, 679 offers evidence that the 
some.1.JJiabb1s looked for the miraculous return of any prophet 
with the same body he had at the moment of his death. 
12Tbe Synoptic variation of Luke and Mark here expands 
the information which Matthew h~.s given. Those who call 
him Elijah (Mk. 6, 151) imply the eschatological prophet 
:Mk. 6, 15b means a prophet just like any other prophet. 
The reading:.of tb.e Western text offers a different rer-tding 
here which corresponds to the Lukan parallel (9,8). This 
removes the comp~rison of the Nestle text and identifies 
Jesus with one of tha ancient pr~phets. Therefore the 
third opinion ocrresponds to the first two. In tne first 
case ·. Jesus is considered to be the returning Baptist, 
eschatological in nature; in .the second case Jesus is considered : 
to be the returning Elijah, escbatological also; in the third · 
case the name of the returning prophet is withheld, but the 
implication is clearly eacbatological. Mark 8; 28 eubatantiates 
this conclusion 
13The same situation is found upon an examination of 
John's Gospel. 
14.A.s tor the r~maining New Testament writin~s, see 
tb.e first part nf ~ct,~ wh1_c.._ contains Jewish Christian 
tr ditions, sayins .. . t ·hat· Jesus is. thlf·prophet ·fbretold by 
Moses in Duet. 18, 15 (Acts 3, 22 and 7, 37). In the 
sec~nd part of Acts tne concept of the prophet is a~pl1ed 
to Jesus does not occur at all. 
For mor~ 1- formation here, see v. Taylor, p. 15ff.; 
T. w. Manosn, The Teac•hinE 2! Jesus (Cambridge: Tbe University 
Press~ _.1951), p. 191ft. and 246:rr.; o. Cullmann, p. :,ott. 
15The Isaianic expressions tell us s~methi~a about the 
· work of the abed, h~1t we do not know much about him aside 
from the details prmvided. Some p~ssages appear to present 
the abed as the whole people of Israel (Isa. 49, 3) while 
·others single.out an individual, it seems, by using terms 
such as ~eyes," 11hands, 11 (Isa. 42, l; 49, 1. 2. 5; 52, 14). 
Yet these references to the members of the body and other 
characteristics could be pictures, representing the whole 
with a part. The identification of the collective and the 
imdividual representatives 1s not uncom~on in Semetic thinking. 
The f .:rurth Servant Song shows us· ·th:=.t suffering 1s a 
ch 0 racterist-1c;·the -suffering has not bean taken upon his 
shoulders, it has been placed there (Is. 53, 6). 
The Q.mra.n Teacher or Ri8hteousnesa 1s a sufferer ( IQHa.b) 
which implies propbet sufferinB, but no death. Official 
Judaism did not feel that the messiah had to suffer, as 
evidenced by the Targum of Isaiah 53, which shows that the 
rabbis bad great difffculty in A,ccepting the idea of a 
Suffering Servant.· The Targum twists Isaiah 53 to avoid 
the implication of any suffering. If there was an expectation 
--\ 
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of a suffering messiah, 1 t w~:t.s not in the main stream or 
Jewish tbought. The Qumran material deals with a tuffering 
prophet rather than the Suffering Servant of Goa. 
See here, H. H. Rowley, 11The ··servant of the I.Drd in 
the Ligb.t of Three Decades of Criticism, 11 The se·rvant of 
the Lord and Other Essays 2!!, the Old Testament, 1954, r.-lfr. 
The ·tull scope is prope!:.r dealt with . in J. Jeremias, 1Tbe 
Serv~nt of God, 11 under 1[fiJI in TWNT, V, 636ft. H. w. Robinson 
Corporate Personality in Acnienl Israel (Philadelphia: Frtress 
Press, 1964) is also sood. 
16a. Bultmaml, Theology 2f the New Testament (:tiew • ... 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons; Vol. I, 19511 Val. II, 1955) Originally Theologie des Neuan Testaments (Tubingen: J. c. B. 
MoL1r, 1953), I, 29 
17The possibility of a subtle interpolater is not to 
be overlooked. The remainder of the paragraph should help 
in gaining an understanidng. 
18we ma:v not over.-;_1ook the fact that allfour accounts 
of the Lord's Sup~er, thou~h dii'ferine: on the met·nod of 
handing .down the for you, still contain this messaee. 
19If this is correct, them bpatism into Christ makes 
one a suffering servant in an eschn.tological sense. Tb.is 
returns us to a greater understanding of the implication 
of the collecti-ve ·Suff'erins Servant as Isaiah pietur.es b.im. 
20John 1, 29ff. is the report of Jesus' baptism through 
the eyes of the Baptist. John reports the words from 
heaven, 11Beholci the Lamb o.f God ·who takes away the sins 
of the world, 11 which John evidently took as a heavenly 
summons to Jesus to take up the burden of the ebed Jahwe 
(Jn. 1, 29• 36). The baptism and vicarious suffering are 
tied together. The Johannine ~ccount of the heavenly words 
is closer to Isaiah 42, 1 than the Synoptic account of these 
words. In his~- 18, 2 Ig~atius shows that this symbolism 
was ut111zed by tb.e early church; 11Jesus we.a born and baptized 
1n ord.e·r ·to· .. purify~th~·~,aterf by his ·passion. ·· 
21~k .-h~~ ~~-~ alusion~ t~ t·he ebed.~or to tbe servant 
hymns. • Ttmougbout the Synoptics· there a:re only ·~a few 
:f'gferences, · .. aside from I\fa.tt.hew, which connect Jesus with 
the abed. 
21aparallel . t~ this in John 1.s the question of' Pilate 
about the kingshi;;; of Jesus (18, 36). If Jesus is making 
the claim here that his priesthood is not or this world, Johns 
corresponding story relates to this. 
In later Christian literature, Hebrews strives to sbow 
not that Jesus 1a the messiah, long awaited, but it strives 
to demonstrate that Jesus is ·th.a nisb priest. Chapter 7, 
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tbe center of the ar~ument, uses Gen. 14 and Psalm 110 
heavily. The authors argument is that there was no perfection 
under the old order. 31nce Abraham paid tithes ·· · .tc ,. 
Melchisedek, Le~i, still in Abraham's loins, in a sense 
piad tithes also. The blessor 1s superior to the blessed 
and since Melchisedek blessed Abraham, Melch1sedek is 
superior to Abraham and Levi. Here Jesus Christ is s1ad 
to fulfill the Old Testament. The former commandment 1s 
weak and useless (7, 18) and a better hope is introduced. 
The Old Testament idea of the pirest as one brin,1ngthe 
sacrifice to th~ altar is referred to in Heb. 9, 28, to bear 
t,he sins of many. 11 The ~arly church would have tended to 
connect the sacrifice of Jesus with the sacrifices of the 
high priest. Of. here Isaiah 53, 12. Hebrews 10, 12 shos 
that the sacrifice· 1s final. Further investi~~tions on 
this matter. is urged in o.Cullmann, p. 83ff .... 
221n order to. properly understand the Bon of Man expression 
as it 1s used in Matthew, we must regain. the correct under-
standing ~f that term as·1t was used in the days of Jesus. 
Jesus ba.sed his use o:f' the exprcs.,:;ion on th·:3 usage of the 
literature ot the ·old Testament andof the Intertestamental 
era. IV! Ezra 13, 25f speaks of the Son of Man as a 
deliverer. 14, 9 ~ent1ons th~ 1 Ezra will be taken qp 
and put w1 th the 11Son. 11 I Enoch 62, 7 says tna t the Son of 
~n bas been hidden from the beg1nnine, but he will be 
revealed to the elect. There is no reference 1n the Talmud 
or the Midrash to imply a preexistence here. 
Daniel and I Enoch, espeically tha Similitudes, 
&r.e important for a consideration of ti1e Son of I~n idea. 
Daniel's vision of 7, 13 tt~ is outstanding here tor it 
draws attention on man as a lowly creature, above the animals 
but beneath God as do several other Old Testament passages 
(Num. 23, 19; Ezek. 2, 3; Job. 16, 12; 25, 6; Pa. 8, 4t.). 
If . JJari1el·1i ·dated at 165 B. c. these prophecies speak of . 
the fate of Israel. Daniel contraste , the Son of ivlan with 
the animals, but beneath God, supporting Israel's superiority 
over the nations. We can not be sure that the Son of Man 
is an individual he~e, for the Jewish idea of collective 
representation .is a possibility to· h 0 · considered. 
The Similitudes of Enoch and Ill Ezra picture an individual 
Son of Man. In the Similitudes there are several names 
used in conjunction with Son of Man; "righteous one (I Enoch 
. 38, 3-6; 47; 1. 2. 4; 48, 1. 7. 9; 50, 2; 57, 3; 58, 3. 5) 
the 11elect· one" (I Enoch 40, 5; 48, 1. 2; 58, 1-3) and the · 
"anointed one" (52, 4). 
As a side not,, in. Enoch the Son of' il.!B.Il is one whose 
name 1s named before che otber~creatures (~. 48, 2. 6). 
He is $Xpected to come at tba p~oper time. The picture is 
supernatural, heavenly. The second Son of' ~"ia.n was to be 
wb.a.t the f1r3t son of Man could not be by fir·tue of his 
sin. In tb.e Sen d:t'-.llan·we aee · many~·.aharaoter!atis bt.· . .i•· ... ·: 




birth before all else, status as Son of God, asce=-sion to 
the neavenly throne. Cf. ~ere Aage Eentzen, King and Messiah 
(London: 1955) 39dd. 
Since these terms are sometimes used in the plural, 
it is possible that the singular term is the expression 
for all of the members of the plural. See here Enoch 40, 
5; 47 ,. 1. l; 48, 1. 2; 52, 4). There 1s a str:>ng possibility 
that these terms connote a colleotive idea, as in Ps. 89, 
38, 91; 84, 9; 28, 8; Hab.3--, 13. 
Interpretine. these te::~ms in a collective sense permits 
us to interpred the Son of Man in the same sense. The 
Similitudes or Enoch conclude with a ch-?.pter on the trasla.tion · 
of Enoch (20) and a chapter on his becoming the Son of Man 
(71). At the same time Enocn·h 48, 6 portrays the Son of Man 
as preexistent. A historical person can not become pre-
existent, especially the ir1dividual Son of Iv'.an, but if' t·he 
Son ot Man in Enoch is a collective figure representing 
the kingdom of saints of' t~~!e I"Iost High, as in Daniel, tb.en 
it 1s possible to take_ Enoch 70f·.· as the story of Enocti 1s 
entry into the kingdom as its first member. 
. On theother·hand., if the 3on of 1\:J&n in Enoch. stands 
for a personla messiah, ~n·d 1:f' this is the sense that the 
term bore in the apocalyptic teaching_ of the days of Jesus, 
w~ are not bound to say that Jesus used it only in t~is 
snese or th.athe understood it only ln this snese (Mt. 13, 
43 as in Dan 12, 3; Mt. 24, 10 as in Dan.-· 1, 41; Mt 24, 15 
and Dan. 12, 11; Mt. 24, 21 and Dan. 12, 1; Mt. 24, 30 
and Dan. 7, 13ft; Mt. 26, 64 and Dan. 7, 13ft). 
Daniel then p~esents the 3on or Man as bein~ one above 
the animals and bene~th God, whereas Enoch pictures the 
Son of Man asone coming from on high with great power • 
.. , In ..J'U,Raism the term barnasha wns used synonymously with 
tJI•• T1il irlllp~flOII• The _bar 1s the common Aramaic equivalent 
of "son II and flasha means 11man. 11 The e:>:pression 11son of11 
was used to show, in a figurative sense, the classification 
to which one belonged. Accordi~gly barnasha refers to one 
who belongs to the human category. It can mean Menachenkind, 
man. Ttle translation into the -Gre·ek ~-' -rr, iJ.,sp,J,,•,1 
is almost too literal. Barnasha could be translated 
better as flt1lp_1,1n,a • · _ . 
Cf. here Gressmann, Der Mesaias; o.Cullmann, p. 137ft. 
23W. F. Moulton and A. s. Geden, A Concordance to the 
Graek Testament (Edinburgb: T.& T. Clark, 1963 (Firit 
Edition: 1897)). 
24suRra, fo:>tnote 22 
25other references are T. w. Manson, The Teachine of 
Jesus (Cambridge, University Press, 1951 (First Edition: 
193l)p~ 2llff. v. Taylor. Jesus and His Sacrifice (1948) 
p. 24tr. Manson's argument is the better documented. 
--












26:cnteresting here is the remark by Montef1ore and 
Loewe (A Rabbinic Anthology. New York, 1960, p. c.) that 
the individual was merged into his unit, for better or for 
worse. Not to be overlooked is Bernard w. Anderson's 
comment alon~ the same lines (Understandin~ the Old Testament, 
Englewood Cliffs, 1957, p. 129,),'that Aachan, although his 
story pertains to the cherem, is applicable here. 
Of. bare H. w. Robinson, Corporate Peraonalit? in Ancient 
Israel (P~iladelphia: Fortress Press, 1964). -
27Tnese, incidently, are the o~ly eschatological 
references ~rior to Peter's confession. 
28ReJected on textual grounds, as does Nestle. Cf. 
Luke 19, 10. 
26, 
29The Marlca.n para.lles (3, 28) means ·mankind. 
30supra, footnote 22. 
31Mt. 17, 9; 17, 12. 22; 18, 11; 19, 28; 20, 18; 
22. 2~. 25. 
32Habakkuk takes up the problem, asking how God can· 
tolerate the oppressio.n of the righteous by the ".-irlcked 
(1, 1-17); Habakkuk'is· able ·to give no ~.newer except that 
tbe ~1ghteous will live by faithfulness to Jahwe (2, 4); 
Deutero-Isaiah goes one step further, acknowledging that 
the sufferings of the riehteous one, the 3ervant of ~ahwe, 
the ideal remnant, are part of God's plan {Isa.43). 
33paul continues tnis in his works. He does speak of 
his own sufferings as being an overflow of the sufferings 
of C~riat into his own life (II Cor. 1, 5; Col. 1, 24); 
his highest -ambition is to partake in the suf'fe~·inP:s of 
Christ (Phil. 3, 10; Rom 8, 17), even : calling thescars 
from his own persecution the marks of Jesus (Gal. 4, 7). 
This is Paul's response to his c~ll to discipleship, bearing 
the cup and the baptism of the Master. Col. l, 24 BUEgests 
the euchar.istic ; Paul develops the thought 
in the latter half' of tha vers. He also-~says that there 1s 
the priviledge granted to us to suffer t·or Christ (Phil 
1, 29). Christ loved the church and gave himself for it. 
There is a unity and sharing in the body (I Car. 12, 26), 
and if ona member suffers, all members suffer. All this 
takes place under the head, (Eph. 4, 15). To share in the 
sufferinrs of Christ.is to snare in the future glory 
{Rom. 8, 17; II Cor. 4, lOf.; 13, 4). The church, then, is 
a livin~ organism, producing in itself every day the sufferings 
and the exaltations of its Hee.a. This 1s corporate person-
ality as we saw it in the Son of Man in Daniel. Even thogh 
Paul does not use the term "Son of Man," we may rir;btly allk 
why it is missin~ since it played an important part 1n 
the Synoptic picture, especially in Matthew. Perhaps Paul 
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was too much of a theologial to translate 
from barnasba, instead rendering it the more 
correct • 
In I Cor. 15, 45-49 and Eph. 1, 13-18 Paul adds to 
what we ha~e ab~ve. I. Cor. seg~s to say that the sacond 
man, from he~ven, is the Son of Man in Daniel 7, 13ff. 
Adam 1s the former head of humanity; Jesus 1s the new, the 
heavenly head. The represt1nat1on theolog·y la nothine= 
new to ua (I Cor. 15, . 22). In the second passa;e the sense 
differs. Jesus is the founder of the '!new ·man, the new 
humanity, who has united Jew and Gentile into one ~ody, 
which is the body of Christ. 
If this underst~ndins is correct, then we have, in 
·Pauline theology, a return to the Son of Man teaching 
as we find it in Jesus, although vary subtlely put in Paul. 
However, the Son of Man is no longer anideal figure, but 
realized in Jesus, th8 new head, in whom all are bound up. 
The cup and the baptism. of Jesus have passed on to those 
menwho are bo~d up with him. 
34Further reading may bt done in Oullmann, p. 137; 
H. Gresamann, Der Mess1as (Gott1ngen; 1929); T. w. Manson 
The Teachings of Jesus (Cambr1d8e, 1951), p. 211; H. · 
Lietzmann, Der Menachensobn~(Fre1burg, 1896). R. Bultmann, 
I, 26ff.; 42ff., 79f. 
35In Hellenism the.term Lord we.s:used not only in a 
religious sens3, out also in the sense of master or owner. 
It. w.!='.s also used as a poll te form of address (:Mt. 25, 11). 
Christianity out1sde of Palestine would run across frequent 
usage of the word a~ I Cor. 8, Sf. snows, "There are many 
gods and manb. lords ••• 11 The LX.X uses kurios for Adonai 
not only in the secular sense, 'tiut also in the absolute 
sense as the name of God. 
36TheeEpr~ssion Kurios Ieesous occurs only in the post 
Ee.star state of exultation. ft does not ··occur in Matthew. 
Acts 2, ~ shol'Js that the early ·Cnristians had grasped this 
point, for "God h.as made him both Lord and Christ." 
37It seems correct to s~y that as the early church 
used th.a term 11Lord" in reference to Jesus, the term was 
viewed fro-m the Old Testament, 1mply~ng one wno·,· though· 
clo~ely rele.ted to the Fath.er of the Old Test~.ment, stressed 
the·divinity of Jesus without expressly speaking of tbe deity. 
38supra, footnote 35 
39It our understandinF of Son of Iv.ian is correct, 
1 t here means mankind. Ttl1s then means ths.t rr.ankind has 
liberty in regard to the Sabbath. 
40gt.·.LXX~~Ps~ ·67; 19. 20; Ge1: 47, 25; Judges 3, 9. 15 
• 
-
Isaiah 45, 15. 21. 
41supra, footnote 37 
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42Apparently no . definite information is available 
regardins the use of the term in Judaism. The term had not 
been a ·pol 4.ed to the messiah before. If W. Bousset 1s correct 
Ityrios Christos (1965), p. 56 that the name was borrowed 
from Gre~~ religion, we see no signs of the exalted status 
of the kµrios in Matthew. Di Judaism, if the expression 
"Lord" was used in reference to God, it was given a modifier 
sucb. _as 11of heaven and earth." Q, does not spealt of 3esus . ~ 
as "lord;" in Mark the only occurrence 1s in 11, 3. Lu\te 
alone frequently uses the term absolutely.· The vocative 
is a~ Aramaic address used by a disciple or a pupil to bis 
·rabbi. Ct. Matthew passim for this, especially the -early 
oh~:1.pters. R. Bultmann I, 51ft; 12lff'.; Taylor, p. 38ft. 
43There is for Christianity one God in:oobtrast to 
the many 11gods II or· other reli&:rions. · Paul often used the 
term "Lord Jesus Christ" in connection with God the Father 
(I.Thees. 1, l; II Cor. 13, 14). He also used the more 
simple f'ormula,n!the Lord Jesus 11 (I Thees. 3, 13). That 
Paul was awe.re of formula "JLord Jesus~ is evi-dent from 
I Cor. 12, 3. Philippians 2, 5-11 considers this name 
above every other name. r....-: 
I Cor. 16, 22, as an early d~cument of- Christianity, 
shows t-hat the term 11Lord 11 belongs to early Christianity. 
The Acts of the Apostles verifies this in its usages. Taking 
Phil. 2, 5-11 as -an early ·--h~n-; the usage ·was quite early, 
for the test speaks of the " .. !Lord Jesus ··Christ • ." · Cf. th.e 
above b1bl10graph7 (footnot.e 42·) for more 1nt'ormR.tion. 
44Th1s term is not found in !~~k's Gospel either. Luke 
uses the word twice, (1, 47; 2, 11) as :. does the Acts of 
the Apostles (5, 31; 13, 23). Regarding the term "salvation" 
(sooteeria) approxi·mn.tely the same pattern· holG.s true, but 
_with more uses in tho.se books which use the term Sooteer 
more. Niether by ~mself nor by others was Jesus called 
sooteer diring his lifetime; when the title was applied 
to Jesus, it pointed to _the tota1·work of Jesus viewed f~om 
the resurrection. Cf.I Tim. 1,1; Titus l,L; 2, 10; 3, 4~ 
In L .. ke I s Magnificat Go_d ia spoken of _as 1:eing the .. Savior 
(1, 47); in Luke 2, 11 Je·sus is called ~the.-.;SaJior·: .who 
is called Christ the Lord. ·Jude mentions this in the same 
way. 
4 . 
51n~ra, p. 10$. _. 
4627, 42; 27 ,· 49. 
47The sense of the word in the New Testament 1s usually 
connected with the Resurrection (II Tim~ 1, 10) or ·ot the 
-
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futura glory (Titus?, 13ff.). Usually the rafer~nces are 
to the completed work, not to Jesus' earthly work. The 
designation of Jesus as 11savior" implies the saving work 
completed. This is not .an echo of the abed Jahwe terminology, 
tor hers Jesus is the sole doer of the action. 
More information on this area 1s available from Bultmann, 
1, 79f. and II, 183. v. Taylor, p. 109ff.; o. Cullmann, 
p. 238ff. · 
48The development i~ the later church can be traced 
by examining the authors cited Supra, footnote 47. 
49The Old Testament context of tb.s 11Son or God" 
indicates three uses. The whole people of Israel is called 
11Son of God.11 (Ex. 4, 22-23; Deut. 1, 31; Jer. 3, 19; Hosea 
11, 1). Kings be·ar this title (II Sam. 7, 14; Ps. 89, 26-7). 
Persons commissioned by G-oc. such. as angels also bear this 
title (Daniel. 3, 25; Job 1, 26; 2, 1 ) • '.Note tha.t the same 
designation 1s used for the whole people and for its 
representatives; this suggests the findings noted under 
the section of the abed Jahwe, Supra, p. 49aft. One of 
the most important texts .dealigh with the people as the don 
of God is Exodus 4, 22ff in which Moses is commanded 
to say to Pahroah, "Israel is ~y first born son~ •. " 
· As far as other literature is concerned, tno known 
literature calls the messiah "Son of God." The expression 
in Btb1op1c Enoch 105, 2 1s probably a later interpolation. 
'ti. - Bousset in K.yr1os Christos p. 53 denies that "son of (lad" 
was a Jewish designation tor th~ mes31ah. II E~dras 7, 28; 
13, 32; 14, 9 points in tba di~ection of the servant. There 
seems to be the flavor of election in all.-of .th$se . passages, 
coupled with obeidence to a task. · 
50Bultmann, I, 50ft. and 128ff. 
51supra, p. 48 
52Mark offers a diflrent ending to t~is stray. 
53The reserve with which Jasua speaks of his sonship 
disappears in John's Gospel, for the tone is completely 
different (3, 17; 3, 18; 5, 25; 11, 4; 19, 7; 20, 31 ). 
54Bultmann, I, 12lff. 
55on.the basis of Romans · 1, 3, where Paul oonnects 
Son of God to the messiah • . . . 
59Mt. 12, 46t. recorcis how Jesus' moth.er and brot·hers 
were outside, and then told fo their presence, Jesus replied, 
'!Who A.re my mother and my · brothers ?11 The following state-
ment t1es ·k1nsh1p with Jesus to obedience to the will of 
the Father. Jesus here assumes a different kinship than 
• 
1 1 1 
ohv~ical. Kinship with Jesus 1s not reckoned by blood 
ties, for the Father can raise up children from stones, 
but it is reckoned by the relationship of the Servant to 
tb.e Father. 
57psalm 2 
58G. ~nttel, TWNf, II, 738 and w. F. A..,ndt and F. 
w. Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of .the New Testament, 
{Chicago; University of Chicago Pl'e.ss-;-1952), p. 6, 609. 
59The demons •in the Synoptics use the term 11Son of God 11 
in reference 1;.o Jesus· onl ,, onone occasion does another 
term arise, namely "holy one ofGod 11 in Mk. 1, 24. 
60The early Ohristian faith is not hidden. The eUJlUCh 
confesses (Acts 8, 37) that he believes that Jesus is the 
Son of God. I Jn. 4·, 15 uses the same formula in what may 
border on early Christian dogma. In the Gospe~ of John 
the opponents-of Jesus. use the formula (10, 36). Hebrews 
4, 14,-Romans 1, 3f. use the expression. Paul demonstrates 
that the sonship of Jesus has made us sons (Rom 8, 14tf.). 
I Cor. l, 9 says that we are called into fellowship witb 
the don of God. I Car~ 15, 28 speaks of the Father and 
the Son as being united in the sense that the son 1s obedient. 
· Tbe: des1gn~-~i9J!:-~kur.ios · is not .. me:ationed 1n tha Pastoral 
Epistels or in Uames or I Peter. It se~ms clear that 
t _he larger part of the church. soon lo t contact with the 
implications of sonship. 
· 61That tb.e term 11 S·~>n of Da.vid11 is connected with soma 
great events in the future is c~rtainly the point of passages 
such as.~~~e~iah 23, 5; 33, 15; Zech. 12, 10. David was 
.the Urkonis~~ in Israel, the one in whom the peoole teit 
the nation had reached political, military, and ec0n9mic 
security and peace •. Those were the days of Joy· tor the 
antion. It 1s natural that there would be an expectation 
of a return to this sort of peace and security.· S81JJe of 
t:-.1s is found in Psalm ofSolomon 17, 23f'f, which contains 
a vivid mes~ianic portrayal of the son of David. He was 
arise to establish. a pure and upright kingdom. This shows 
us that. an interest in the "Son ofDa.v1d11 was alive during 
the time that this statement waa written. 
629, 27; 15, 22; 26J 30. 31. 
63parallel to this in John is the question of Pilate 
ab~ut the kineship of Jesus (18, 36). If Jesus was making 
a claim here, then Jo~n relates to this. 
64The answer 1n Mk (14, 62) and 1n Luke (22, 70) seen 
to be affirmative, but in deali~g with the Matthean recording, 




65Luke 23, 4 records Pµlate as exonerating Jesus. 
; .: .. 
_66R. Bultmann is more ~-omplete bere. I, 26 and 42ft. 
Not to be overlooked is Cullmann, p. llltt., which gives 
bacdgr.ound as well as the us~e 1n· tb.e later churcb; Manson 
_ P• 201 is also good. McNeile s The Gso)el According · 
-~St.Matthew (London: Maciiiillan,·1961 is weah here · 
on a11-:-t ·hree =.passage a • 




1 An interesting theoloe:ioal pursuit wtiich ~-a. beyond 
the scope ot·this paper_ would be to examine the ~1s1ng 
Qf tbe -bodies from the erR:Vea and ·the. ear-thquake,, -·ptota.liar 
t·a )Iatthew~. 1-~3lttii:.relationt.tb-:~.the~ importA.nce~.o:f'. the··deaoen-t 
· :tnto:;h.ell-•. -- t.· - ~ ·· .::--:~.-- · · -- ~; .... ·~· .... .a. 
2supra, chapter · I:i:, :roo.tnote- 45 
3supra,·ohapter II, footonte 45 .. 
41, -·22; 2, 5; 2,. 15; 2,! i7f • . 
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